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Action Begun
Current Legal Beer Decries
Junior Prom Mar. 18
at Hotel Ritz·Carlton
Decisions Bank Receivers The Junior Pl'(jm of the To Test Power
Workmen's Compensation In Radio .Talk ~er::klS:ur~; !:~lg,W:a! Of Corporation
Wills -

Evidence -

18,

Bonds-Crimes

Makes Stirring Address Pro-

Workmen's Compensation _ Master
and Servant

testing Southern District

Jan.

j\(atter of Younger v. Motor Cab
Transp. Co •• 260 N. Y. 3....
10.

1988.

Appointments

D E MAN D S C HAN G E S

~~::~;~;E~~:r~:'~~{~~~n:~

~:: N;':~:~:~S

~:n~:~1 f::t~is I~a~a:a;~~~a ~:~Ii~

Conn ecticut. He
is also professor
of anti-trust and
trade r es trai n t
law at the B rook-

.,. ~

was financially advantageous to him~e~! s:td~: ~~:!o~~r t~ese;:.~: a posi·
When some advantage to the employer, however slight, can be discovered in the workmen's conduct, his act

:~:r~~:I:;::~edh~S :~~~~:~~nal

WUI.s-ElectJon-SeparatJon
J

Agree-

tob;, 14& M.sc. 799.

De-

cember 8, lDSl,I.
A s urvivin.g ~usband who lived
apart from hiS wife under the tenus
of a se~aration agreem~nt by which
he provlded for her mamtenance and
support seeks to elect agains t the will,
which made no provision for him,
pursuant to see. 18, Dec. Est. Law.
Sub. 4 of Dec. Est . Law 18 provides
that no l'ight of election shall be
given a husband who has neglected
or refused to support his wife or has
abandoned her.
Since the abandonment contemplated by. the subdivision ref~rred to
above IS such as would sustam an &Ction fol' a judicial separation under
sec. 1161 Civil Practice Act, the plaintiff has the right of election.
To constitute such an abandonment,
there must be a desertion without
consent. Separation by agreement
nullifies the 'theory of separation by
abandonment.
EvIdence _ R-ent _ Documents _
c . P. A. 874a.
Funk v. .Modo Lora Realty Co .• 14ft
l\Usc.

8(m.

in the Grand Ballroom of

:~!!:en~r~~;e ~~~. m!!~ -:;
the committee which consists of
the three Junior Class presidents: Alfred Chaison, Leo J.

MargoHn. and

G"",go

W,i.bard.

Bernard Brandt, president of

Claimant's hu sband, a taxicab driv- Claims Court Has Stigmatized
er, took the employer's cab from the
Legal Pro£eesion
garage and parked it at the taxita d' th t t He returned on
~oo~ :'" the e;::e' for h is pay. He ~enry Wa~ Beer inau~rated the
was killed while returning to the cab. senes of . radiO addresses gt~en un~er
The dee~ent was killed in the :~o~ :~s:~~e~!klthe t!:n;~~~~~
course of hIS employment. The case
yn B
'
'd t
is distinguished f rom !'latter of Cun·
o;erdt~ P~:~e:l

men~
,
~latter of

BUREAU URGES
COOPERATION WITH
PLACEMENT DEP'T

lynBe~~~in~~':;
ruary 9 , thi s
B. W. Deer
series will be presented every Sunday evening at 8:00
p. m. over station WNYC.
The title of Mr. Beer's address was
"The Dangers of 'Justice Incorporated'." The complete text follows:
In dealing with this subject, I must
bear in mind that most of you do
not know what I mean when I say
.
"T~,e Dan gers of Jus tice Ineorpor~ted an d that the reasons for thiS
short talk are unknown to a great
many of you. But if you are a constant reader of one or more of our
great New York newspapers, my subject is not new to you, because you
will remember that about three years
ago a g~eat scandal was told in the
dail
a ers from de to da concern.
Y P P
Y
, . y.
lng. frAuds and even ~U1cldes In t he
Umted States Courts m Manhattan.
The United States District Attorney
put four or five lawyer s in jail, a
United States judge resigned , all due
to the fact that these lawye r s and
some other persons who had been appointed by the judges to take care of
the property rights of bankrupt persons, violated their oaths of office a s
(Cont inued on Page 7)

the Student Council, announced
tha t thc pribs
ce will. be two dth°l.
lars per su cription. As
e
subscriptions are limited to
three hundred, the committee
urges those interested to procure their tickets immediately.
Negotiations are still pending
~!~tr:~'eral well known or-

Seeks Changes
rImllla

d
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INJUNCTION

IS

MINORITY PLAN ADOPTED

SOUGHT

Pound, Raines, Jackson, Dobie.
Roach Pr~ent at Annual

Meeting

The initial legal action to prevent
title guaranty and bond and mortgage
companics from what is termed. " the
pr actise of law by corporations" was
begun with the service of complaints
on seven such companies February 4
with Herman Wollitzer , a Queens at;..

The ideal method of selecting
judges is by appointment by a con·
scientious and discriminating appoint.ing power rather than the present
elective system according to the ma.
j ority report of a special committee
of the New York State Bar Association read at its 56th annual meeting held recently, at the Bar Association quarters .

~!~~'~~i{:;~~:~~;!~~~:~~o~::'

aw

Of.~.rice
J

The Sheriff stated that the execution of Judgments agamst property
totalhng, approXlmately, forty-SJx
. .
.
milhon doUa r s were entrusted to hiS
office during the first year and the
amount of work and the degree of

c~re r~qui:ed i~ the perfo~ance of
hIS duties In thiS field alone, IS a vast
task.
" But this figu re," he continued,
"does not include such items as the
levying sg ai nst real and personal
property under 'writs of replevin',
'war~ants, of atta~ment', 'warrants
of seIzu re a~d. writs under an~ o~er
form of provISIonal remedy, whIch Increases this figure to many more m illions of dollars."
One of the most n oteworthy facts
about this great amount of business
is that the Sheriff", in per formin g his
duties in making a rrest under " Orders of Arrest", "Commitment Or(C07I.ti tttud on 'Page 7)

Majority Report Frowns Upon Present System of
Election of Judges

Attorney's Loyalty to Client 18
Stressed in Plaintift"s Brief

Child La hor Law
Greatly Abused

Discusses Problems o/His

:::~.~, u~~: :::~g !~:~ne.: :~: orders, processes and c~rnmittmlmts
streed to accomplish the purpose for that ~re entrusted to . h!m, ~at the
h 'ch 't
ted
magmtude of the Shenff s duties apw 1
1 was ennc
.
pear for the fi rst time in their true
Bonds--Failure to C till
per spective," declared Sheriff Joseph
Hall v . Nassnn Consumer 's Ice Co., T. Higgins in an interview with a
260 N . Y.417. Jan. 10, 1038.
Ju stinian reporter .
Defendan ~ ~rporation. ~ ad issued
M r . H iggins was elected S h eriff of
bonds contammg a p roVlslon that a New York County last Novem ber and
stated number thereof would be called assumed office in J anuary 1933 He
by lot for redemption in each of the h
taff f t
ty fi
t'sh
years 1930 to 1939 inclusive. The de- . a s a S
0
we n - ve epu y . erfendant failed to call a ny of the Iff's a~d an e~ual ~umber of a ssistant
bond s during the year s 1930 and 1981. deputies. WIth thIS force he h andles
Plaintiff claims damages for breach a ~rem e~ dous amount of ~usiness,
of the provision.
whIch WIth the passage of time and
The contingency that the plaintiff's the growth of the City, con s tantly
(Cont inued on paDe 8 )
increases.

BAR PRESIDENT

hI C· . 1L

Dee. 9, 1032.

Ver y few people appreciate the importance of the function of the SherIff of the County, and It IS n ot unti l
.
one conSiders the exten t of the real
and personal property ha ndl ed in his
office, as weB as the countless court

Bar Committee Indorses
Judicial Appointments

Practice of Law by Title and
Trust Companies Attacked
by Wollitzer

Queens County, special tenn . .
Agitation for definite actions has
been raging for years in va rious legal
groups but hIr. Wollitzer's action is
the first which will provide an acid
. ,
--.
test for this debateable ' question.
Loughlin 8 SuggestIOns to Alter Both sides have indicated that the
Code of Criminal Proca se will go to the Court of Appeals
cedure Adopted
no matter what the OUUome in s pecial
term and in the Appellate Division .
NEW RULES DESCRmED The companies served were the
-I
itle Guarantee &; Trust Company,
Qh i-'et.:~ary 7th"severallmporUn Borid 8i lttongag'e G"uarant!ee Comamendments to the code of criminal pany, National Title Guaranty Comprocedure were proposed by Edward pany, Home T~t1e Insurance Company,
V Lo hI'
N
Y k A
bl _ New York Title " Mortgage Com.
ug In,
ew
0:
ssem Y pany, Long Island Title Guarantee
man . These changes Will add gre atly Company and the Lawyers Title Guarto the powers 0: the prosecuting ?t- anth Company. Representatives of
torneys. According to good authority these companies admitted service and
it is believed that these amendments stated that such a ction had been anwil~ be. adoPte? during ~e present ticipateO., the time of service only belegIslative seSSIon and Will take ef- ing in dOQbt.
feet September 1, 1933.
.
In relation to appeals, Mr. Loughlin
ActJon Soo.o to Sp read
added the right to appeal to the court
Frank A. B~lIucl of Corona, Queens,
of appeals .f~m an order of the ap- fonner presldent. ?f the Queens
v:ellate divlslon "a~rming o.r r ever- County Ba: ~SSoclatlon and att:o~ey
sing an order granting a motion made for the plamtiff asserted that Similar
upon the minutes of the grand jury,
(Conti nued on page. 6)
dismissing an indicbnent." At present, under section 519, the prosec uting
'
attorney has no such right: the r ig hts
to appeal all strongly favor the defendant. .
The s uggested amendment to section 742 of the code relates to information filed by the district attorney
in misdemeanor cases in the N ew Depression Said to Have Low(Continued on page S)
ered All Industrial

~nle:~e~c~~n p~:~n:~t:::~~= Joseph T. Higgins, New York Sheriff,

to introduce in evidence the origin al
ledger a nd mo nthly statements of the
real estate agent who managed the
building to prove the amount due.
Defendant apperus
The AppeUate. DIVlslon. affi rmed the
lower court ruhng, holdmg that the
purpose of C. P .A. sec. 874a was "to
afford. a more workable rule of eviden.ce m the proo.f ?f business tran s-

BY SUBSCRIPTION

Stan d ar d 8
"The greatest care should be given

ludge Samuel Seabury

NAt·
e 'V r l c Ie
Eff . 0 15
ectlve ct.

~ers of great interest to the legal
profession as well a s to the general
public were read. The Honorable
Cuthbert W. Pound, Chief Judge of
the New York State Court of Appeals,
Lame Duck Sessions Abolished; discussed "T~e_}~d~~ndence of the
1 Succe••)'on of Chief Exec.J"u dv-ia .... N.' ~ !SL -':J'rJ];e, ~in.~. !!, D~()m~
_.~

utives Explained

1

Bt.

~:~:. ::~:;:~ ~~ ~:~!:~~ ~~~

PREVENTS FILIBUSTERS pensation 'Law through the eighteen

years it has been in operation. The
ever-present question of " The Law
The Twentieth Amendment to the JUstice in New York" was discussed
~;~~e ~~~~rc;:~~t.;~:nis ~:o:.:~ by Robert H. Jackson Of. J a mestown,
short session and President Roose- New Yo~k. The academiC a spects of
the meeting were well presen ted by two
velt 's s uccessor. will t ake office Jan- speakers; the first by Dean A. M.
ua: y 20, J937, m stead of March 4th. Dobie of the University of Virginia,.
Th~s amendment was fonnerly pro- Department of Law, who spoke on
dalm~ on February 6th when ~enry "The Teacher of Law" and the second
L. Sti~son: Secretary of State, Slgned by the Honorable Joseph Rosch of AJa certifi~~bo~ that th~ amendment has banyon the subject of "The Lawyer's
become valid to all mtents an~ P?r- Obligation to the Law Student."
poses as a part of the Constitution
of the United States." 39 States had
Widesprcad Interest Stirred
ratified it, New ' York being the first
A hearing by the committee of the
to do so.
N ew York State Bar Association to
p' .
f Am dn t
consider the question of the method
The r~~:~d~~t prov~:es ~~t the of selecting judges was held on May
president a nd vice-president take of- 26, 1932. Invitations were sent to
fice on January 20th instead of on the various Bar Associations and
March 4th. The date for inaugura- Federations throughout ~e State ~s
tion is thus a fortnight later than the ; ell as ~. the r~pre~ntative8 ~f dlfopening of the Congress because the eren~ CIVIC bo<h es mterested 10 the
Congress mest review the vote for quT
" htion .
..
both president and vice-president. .
.e two p~nclpal ~cthods ot se1ect-

~~o:~; h~:r:ec:f:~ ;Pl:l'~~ :h:;:: ~~gn J~~~e~h~n s~~h~~~; ~nthe~~:;

a'atboth
,iS'awius.nc,'nuprr'o..to,
.ng .ntafOx" ,i.nwg,.chain'dd electoral college, the decision will
come before a new Congress whose
maintaini ng esta blished stan dards of members were elected at the time of
minimum age, physica l fi tness, a nd the presidential election and not beworkmg hours," accordmg to the cur- fore an old one containing defeated
rent report of the N ational Child members.
Labor Committee. Because the de.
pression has lowered industrial stand~embe rs of Congress, accordmg to
ams, violations of the child labo r law thl~ new ~endment, shall enter u~n
are now frequen t, th is report points thel ~ du~es January 8;<1 -after their
Y

out.
1 he report s tates that at the. recent
chilli labor conference in Washmgton,
called at the request of the American
Federation of L abo r, it was agreed to
include the following items in the program for immediate state action :
1. A 16-year age minimum for leaving ~hool and entering industry.
sh
.
d
f
.
2. A orter workmg ay ortommors than for ad u lts, In no case
ex ceed 8 hours.
.
8. At least double compensation for
minors injured while illegally employed.
4. Adequate adnUnistrative machin(Continued on Page 5)

Three Day Meeting
During the three-day meeting pa-

:~~~~nT~:s~:a: C:~:~~:~v:~:~~

that date so those who watch " the
d"
'11 th
be
d
~erry-~~un f thWl I t us
sr;~
c ce o d ethas fir-:sP~o 'l~
l~
~
. on~: ~n ~ t I us r Wl
ose Its
s age
ec s.
Succession Plans Included
Specificatio ns a s to the succession
to the presidency are included in this
amend ment. Should the presidentelect die or fall to quahfy, the ViCepresident-elect acts un til a president
shall have qualified. The Congress
may provide by law for a case whe re
both president and vice-president fail
to qualify.

6

by. appomtment. by the Chief Executive of the U mted States or the raspective States or selection by popular
vo~. As evidence of the great dissatisfact ion tha t the majori ty of the
committee be1ieves is exhibited to(Contintud on page of)
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President, the President-elect shall have died, the
Vice-President-elect shall become President."

Th e Fo rgo tten Man

Although this problem has never arisen in the
history of our country, the seriousness of the
situation lies in the fact that our Constitution
had not anticipated and provided for such a case.
But the possibility for such a situation occurred
as recently as February 15th last, when a wild~
eyed individual with murder in his heart and a
gun in his hand, discharged several shots in the
general direction of P resident-elect Roosevelt .
Being a duffer, he shot five other fellows, thus
saving Congress the embarrassment of being
forced to decide who would become President if
the assassinat ion had been successful. As the
new amendment does not become effecti~e until
next October 15th, the Congress would have had
to make its decisi~n with no law to direct it.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Hal'old Ollan
Andrew TonkODon'

~~!n~:I~~~ein

A few days ago most, if not all, of the title
companies operating in Queens County were sued
Printed by F. Wflidner Printina • Publlshinl Co., 110g.
in an action which alleges that they are practising
__I_
"_
1_
o._K.o_I_
b_
A_
~_
.• _
D_
~_k_l,n_._N_._Y_
.• _
T,_,._F_O_xo_~_
fl_'-_20_"__ law as a result of the various activities in which

_ _---"h:.::n:::O:;:.:'H:::'it::·::::,~:::k=___._ _:.:~:::.:::;.,:::·ldSol:.:.."_O~_=G"e~l::,,_ _ _

THE LAW SCHOOL FUNCTION

they e:gage in connection with insuring titles
and lending money on mortgages. Many ques-

Of late, schools of law have been the butt of rions of great interest to the legal profession are
much criticism; on the one hand they are charged
with giving the student a materialistic training
only ; conversely, they have been indicted as spon80rs of theoretical thinking dissociated Crom reality. To the Cormer charge it may be answered
that no student survives three years of law school
only on the basis of his knowledge oC politics,
business and the like. It is far more customary
moreover, for one to come to law school with a
materialistic outlook fully developed than for the
law school to engender such a point of view.
The latter indictment requires more careful
consideration. Recently, the argument has been
advanced that the student of law is taught law as
a static body, a stationary bundle of principles
unaffected by contemporary economic and social
mutations; it is proposed, th erefor e, to make eco......._ _01-:;';'
nom~ and r
#g! alLaip in~ ~comitant with
regal trainin g. The a rgument is o"lttwardly fa ir,
b ut actually quite misleading. Few are the law
students of today, whether day or night apprentices of the law, who do not bring w ith them a
background of actual economic and social participation in the extra-scholastic world. Few a r e th e
law students who confine themselves to legal
halls to the exclusion of other matters of contem poraneous importance. Man y colleges give spe·
cial courses leading to the study of the law, in
which courses economics and social history pre·
dominate; moreover, in almost all colleges the
trend of the cb.ty is clearly towards social sciences
- Plato has fewer disciples, while more seat s are
added in the Economics classroom. W e d oubt
the wisdom and expediency of causing the law
student .to c~rry econ~mics and social subjects
along With hiS courses m law.
It is unjust, moreover, to assert that the student is fed principles divorced from the context of
past and present origins. Any text writer or law
professor o~ any conseque~ce,. will touc~ in some
way the rationale of the pnnclple enuncIated. and
its place in modem life. The so-called functional
approach, whether openly espoused or not, is part
of the present day study of the law. It may be
true that it is principles of law which are largely

involved in the action.
It is not the intention of this letter to discuss
the merits of the particular controversy nor is it
intended to discuss the question exhaustively in
any way. The chief object is to set forth various
matters in what is attempted to be a non-controversial way with the idea of seeing if the question
can be clarified in any manner.

yo:i~~t;O:;:;~~t~~~;.;::;s.OP::::~~~~:: II

commenced their activlUes, there was a certaln
natural opposition on the' part of the legal professian. who believed that their activities deprived
lawyers of business w h ich they had formerly h ad.
The general practitioner in New York City of

~ PRE S S BOX ~

II

~.=====~=====================;:;;;=;;;====;;;::!I_
Cleveland, OWo.-Police were called upon by Ellsworth Robinson to
make his girt friend bring back his
teeth. He explained ta the Assistant
prosecutor that he and the girl had a

the stage and sang inta her ear a
song she considered improper.
As a result she said she became extremety nervous, fainted and has lost
twenty pounds.

alms-seeking constituted plaintiff's
means of livelihood, the court deems
that the loss of second leg is of such
nature as to augment plaintiff's
chances of earning, and to assure him

l 883 r or ther ea\K>uts ,lway,s did ~ c ertain am~nt ~L ~:t,~a~~1 :t!~: Ti:~la::'
of searching of titles. This is so t oday in the she took my teeth.
rural districts of the s ta t e where there a r e no title
The girl, brought before the Prosecutor, said she had lost the molars.
companies. T he writer understands that one of She was given until the following day
the large title companies now operating in N ew ta ftnd them.
LoulsdUe, KY.-Crooning was a
York City was organized by lawyers as a protest
matter of concern in court today, with
against the activities of the first title com,pany Mrs. Suzanne B. NaIl, 45, seeking
and that its policy at first was to protect the busi- $10,000 damages from Don Gavin,
ness of lawyers from the encroachments of cor- New York entertainer who played his
porations. At the p resent time this company ap- banjo for the judge yesterday to prove
his performance was not objectionable.
parently operates exactly as its older competit or.
Mrs. Hall charges that at a perWithout pretendin g to h ave gone into the fonnance here the spotlight was turnsubject exhaustively, the writer believes that ed on her and Galvin came down from
about fifty years ago general practitioners would
have as clients large corporations w hich had a
It would probably not be unjust to
great deal of litigation. e.g., street railways, rail- the New York City Bar to state that
roads, et~. Most of these large corporations now probably a. great majority know litUe,
ha~e theIr o~ legal departments, the members of if anything, about real estate law,
whlch are paid fixed annual, monthly or weekly and that as a practical matter most
salaries_ Presumably, the clients found this of the energies of title companies are
cheaper than paying t heir lawyers piecemeal.
devoted to teaching lawyers how to

Ph(ladel)l)w.~ Pa.-Ceorge Phillipa
complained in Federal Court that his
"constitutional rights" were violated
when the County Court cut a year and
a half off' his seven-year tenn in the
penitentiary. What he wanted, really,
was to get out. But the court today
fixed him up by restoring his full
"constitutional rights" for the next
seven years behind bars.

alJ even greater \ncome in the ~utu.re."
Oebl'e-r.l.n, Hungary. - Because he
slept through the sermon and punctuated the discourse with snores, David
Fekete, a merchant was fined $12.60.

BndallCSt.-Judgment rendered in
suit by ex-one-Iegged beggar against
trolley company, one of whose cars
ran over him at Debrecen, severing
leg: "Whereas prior to this accident

Brooklyn, N. Y.-Alfred Rollo,
burglarized a grocery store In Brooklyn and left no trace except his birth
certificate whicb he lett behind, upon
the fioor of the store. The police
Upon finding it, speedily found the
not so proud owner, who at the age
of 18, as indicated by the cerUficate,
was sentenced upon a conviction of
third degree murder.

=========== = ===== ===================

For centuries, . l~wyers have enjo~~·dl a ~t~te
monopoly of practismg Ia~, whatever practlsmg
law" may mean. (We Wlll pass up for the mo-ment the question as to wh ether certain activities
constitute "practising law.") Presumably lawyers enjoy this monopoly because the state feels

practise real estate law. Certainly
the average general practitioner today
would shrink from the task of searching a title for a client who intends
to buy a comparatively inexpensive
residence. The amount of the fee

which the attorney was paid by it
as a salary. This, of course, is tanta.
mount to practising law, and the bank
was enjoined from continuing such
practices.
It is the writer's understanding
that under the present law of New

ing may be held at the title company
and the .deed, mortgage, etc., execu~d
and the transaction closed without the
intervention of a lawyer lor either
the buyer or the seller. In common
parlance, at least one, if not two, law·

York, statutory and otherwise, title
companies may properly prepare all
necessary instruments, e.g., deeds,
mortgages, extension agreements, etc.,
in respect of titles which they are
asked to insure. (People v. Title G. &

seUer. Whether such cases are at all
frequent the writer does not pretend
to know.
On the other hand, most. if not all,
ti.tl~ companies make a practice of

:!p:~~v:r;ta:~~~

-:e: ~~ ~:r:~~

~;~~:~:n~~h':dC::;~~:~~f :~s ~~

em~hasized, bu t why no~ ? ~rtain1y, the 8tud~nt that it is. to th~ interest of t he state ~at they which the business could stand 'Would i~;o'2;1~~ N28~: S66s~1~!~] 'a;e~; ~~g f~rP~:~~!e o~i:;e:~:s ~:
haVIng only three years 10 which to get a working
knowledge of such principles, is entitled to have
most of his instruction devoted thereto, especially
in view of the fact that before. during and after
law school, he obtains social and economic training through practical and scholastic media. Fur.
thermore, onlly the dullest of Ie a1 minds, when
.
"
g. .
.
confronted WIth a prinCiple antagomstic to hiS
cause, will forebear to adduce social and economic
phenomena favorable to his position.

THE TWENTIETH AMENDMENT
T he academic question, "if a P resident-elect
should die or resign before his inauguration, who
then would become President?", has finally been
answered by the ratification of the XXth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Section
3 of this amendment states in part: "If, at the
time fixed for the beginning of the term. of the

should e~Joy ~IS mon.o~ly. ~owever, It should
be borne In mind that It IS the Interest ~f t~e state
a.s a whole~ an~ not the . legal p:ofess~on 10 par·
tlc~ar, which IS the chIef conside ration. Most
legislatures h ave many members who are lawyers. Possibly the interest of the lawyers and the
interest of the state at large are not in conRict.
.
h
..
d
Posslb~y t e pubhc 10 general wo~ ~e better off
by havmg what has been termed an Independent
bar," namely, a bar which is not subservient to
the demands and orders of wealthy and powerful
clients.

T~ere ~s no ~oubt ~hatever but that ~ co~.
poration, tncludtng a otic company, which I S
about to enter into a contract, has the right-and
would probably be under a duty to its stockholders-to retain lawyers to examine the terms of
the con~act.. Whe~er such a lawyer for su~h a
corporao~n. IS retamed annually or on a pI~cemeal baSIS IS a matter solely between the chent
and the attorney.

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1933/iss2/1

be so small that it would be out of wri~r know's, the~ is no complaint yer who forwards POthe business to
all lJroportion to the amount of time on the part of lawyers as to this.
the company. Possibly this policy

spent on what has become for most
But in the following hypothetical
lawyers an unfamiliar task.
case the lawyeTs may have a complaint:
Some ~onths ago a bank or trust
A layman decides to buy. a piece
company In a western state was ac- ot real p~perty. .Throug~ hiS bro~er
cused at practising law under the fol- or otherWise, he IS sent mto a title
lowin state of facts.
company since he has been told or has
g
.
heard that it would be desirable for
When it was appointed executor or him to have title insurance. He entrustee, it conducted all legal proceed- ters a large and 'imposing looking ofinga in the name of an attorney ot lice, is directed to the appropriate man
record who was paid a comparatively
small annual salary by the bank. The
attorney would in due course receive
allowances from tl:.c court for the dif
feren t estates or mattcnl which he

::1: i~r~;~~ ~/o~ ~tl~:;~~:
and is told to have this executed. The
other party to the transaction may
even be with him. It is conceivable
that the two parties will sign the con-

was adopted many years ago to can.
ciliate the l~gal profcssio~ or s~ch
member.s of It as ~~re hostile to title
co~pames ~s deprlv~ng them of a cer~n a~ount of bU~lness. Those hostile to title companies have referred to
this commission rebate as a 4'SOp".
Necessarily title companies have to
have legal advice, and, therefore, .h~ve
ta employ . lawyers.
~ ?ecIdmg
whether to I~sure a certam title, fre-

!:::

~:~: ~~~~:S~f
~:~ c:.:.:
the validity of clauses in wills or
deeds involving perpetuities, or other
questions which courts may ultimately de.:idc by a di.vided vote. Possibly

was handling, and he would turn over ~:~~: ~~:~ ~:k:~e:. se;~~ t~~ c~~ ~:u:i~~e c:=:~ :ul~e ~k:ct:~a~
these fees to the bank. As a result, prepare the deed, mortgage or other as a result of their existence many
the bank received in the way of legal instrument and arrange for the c1os- lawyers are given occupation who
fees much more than the amount ing some thirty days later. The clos(COfttinued <m PagiJ 8)

2
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Waiver of Confrontation

Judicial Appointments Indorsed
(Continu ed from page 1)

By WILLlA)[ '1'. COWIN, Esq.

.Court.

"The Courts are able to up-

wards the present method of judicial hold freedom and justice and priva.te
selection a resolution passed by the rights and Constitutional liberties be·
The economic struggle of the bourgeoisie for political and social rights, Nassau County Bar Association was cause the judges are independent of
particularly in England. has left unmistakable scars in English and American introduced which 'stated in effect "that Legislatures, executive, personal or
criminal law. Perhaps if the struggle against the Lords and the large the elective system has not actually popular control," said Judge Pound.
feudal land holders had n6't been so protracted and bitter, so many safe- transferred the power of selection of "When there has been lack of C,our~
guards for defendants in criminal actions might not have been erected. In judges from some person or group of age," continued the Judge, "when
those times punishment was so severe and procedure so arbitrary that many persons to the people-as those who equality be~ore the ~~w has given
safeguards were necessary to protect the innocent man . The privilege advocated selection of judges by pop- w~y to clmms o,f pnV'llege, ~r:rog·
against self~incrimination, from which arose the prosecutor's disability to ulnr vote contended-but has merely a.tIve or populanty, the admmls~racomment upon the defendant's failure to testiCy, the prohibition against pennitted them to vote for candidates tl.on of law has been brought mto
~ouble jeopardy, the r ight to indict by ~and jury, and the righ.t of trial by ~y. the manage~ Of. the dominant po- dIsrepute,"
,
'
.
Jury, were among the many bulwarks buIlt to protect ' our Enghsh forbears, htlcal party, With lIttle or no control ,~olrtunat~I Y, In thiS state, after JU,
Accused Must Be Con fronte d by Accusers
over the choice of the candidates, dicta. appomtments have been made,
One of the most important oC these safeguards is the rul.e which is still with ~e result ~at the elective sys- the judges h ~v~ been J~ft as much to
the F ederal rule that the accused shall be confronted by hIS accusers and tem sunply subsbtutes for a respons- themselves as IS practicable and de·
by the witnesse~ wh o testily in behalf of the prosecution. Back in the ible agent of appointment an obscure sirable . J u stice has not been tamper~
eighteenth century, th is principle was enunciated and recognized in Rex v. and irresponsible one,"
ed with, except when the Governor
Clegg,l and Rex v. Venables,! This principle was so ingrained in the con~
Evils Seem Exagger a t e d
Cor moral an~ hwnanitarian rea~ns
sciousness or shall we say subconciousness of the prerevolutionary populace
.
, has seen fi t, In some cases to modify
that it had to be embedded in the Bill of Rights before: :the nascent states
Alt.hough th~ eVlls that are so mam~ the cold ly legal results of certain capiof the United States would be satisfied with their Constitut1ion . We therefore ~:~t ~ :e e~~igeOr~~e~n Y::~e;~:' tal case.~, In closing J udge Pound
futd the following in Article 6 of Amendment Five of the United States
"
. stated , H ere can be expected only
Constitution' " In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right cahtles, n~vertheless, the fact remainS that cold indifference which may, and
, , , . to be ~nfronted with the witnesses against him." This r ight of con· ~:i~ °l~::~s nd re:~p:r:~\h:e::~ ~oes exj~t, so far as m~y be. p?ssible
frontation therefore' became and now remains a check upon the United States,
,P
g
m agenCIes not vested Wlth D lvme atGovenlment.
~:v:n= dSe~;~r~o:: e~:Ct S!~~;e;o~r~ trib~~s, q uite ~ndepe~dent1y Of. p~rty
The letter of th e Amendment, "In a ll criminal prosecutions the .accused throu hout the state.
afflha.tlOns, frlendshlps or d islikes,
Th: a 'orit re rt s u
rts the theories of governmental power, and
is entitled to be confronted with witnesses against him," indicates t hat with out a strict compliance there can be no legal prosecution of an accused.
m J .y po
p~
personal obligations."
,
,
proposal that Judges be appomted for
.
'
.Exce~tiOn8 to Rule Due to Accu~er ~ Fault
,
a term of four'W!n years rather than
M e dI cal ProfeSSIOn Pro~ts
The exceptIOns, owever, present th emselves In Instances wherem the a life term In support of th is con~
"The Workmen's Compensation Act
a~cu~d has by his ow~ acts. or conduct preve~~d the operation of the con~ tention it i~ argued that a j udge who has taken millions from the pockets
stitutional safeguard, I~ -:hlch ~vent, the dectslo?S have held th.at~he ac· has made a creditable record on the of the Bar," ~aid Mr. Eugene Raines,
cused .may not complam, Whl]~ ~ases presentmg .facts constltutmg an bench during his rourteen yea rs will "but t h e saving has been. handed to
~xcepttOn ar.e of rare occurre~ce,. It IS noted that!' ~unng rece~t months the undou btedly be re~elected. Whereas, o~r ~rothe~s of ~e Medical profes·
Issue he~ dIscussed. arose tWIce ~n ~ew York durmg two trIals ~n ~elony ir during his tenure the j udge did stOn,' Tak.mg thiS cl~ss o~ cases ~ut
charges m the Umte? States District Court for ~e E~stern D1S~rJCt, ot not develop such judicial fitness as to of the o~'dInary claSSl~cation of mNew York.. In both .lnstances, the defendants ,r~mamed III Court hS,tem~g commend him to the Bar and the jury actions has deprl~~d the law~
to the testimony agamst them, and cross,.exnmmmg the ~overnment s WIt- people, the Governor would have an yers o.f many opportumbes, but the
nesses. When the case was called to trIal on the followlIIg day (the de~ opportunity to replace him,
neceSSIty of medical treatment and
fendants being continued on bond meanwhile) , the defelldants failed to ap~
. ,
.
testimony required at the hearings oC
pear, The trials were concluded during the absence of the defendants,
A ppomlwe Systcm SupefJ or
cases for awards under the Work~
convictions had, and the defendants sentenced at a later date upon their
The appointive system offers a su- men's Compensation Act has increa s~
apprehension.
perlOr opportunity for the ascertain- ed greatly. The argument frequently
The situation created in the midst of a trial by the absence of the ac· ment of the merits aC a candidate and advanced, that by creating a separate
cused, while very un usual, has been passed upon in decisions of record, and deliberations oChis qualifications, The tribuna l for the trials of such cases
the cases cited pass upon the Amendment and the exceptions referred to.
hustle and bustle oC a political cam- unnecessary delay may be avoided, ha'l
Absence o f Accu sed No Ba r to T ri al in Major O ffense
paign is not present, Political bias been p r oven fallacious by actual prae·
In United States v. Loughery, et a l,4 three defendants were placed on would be eradicated, Many em inently tice. Another objection is the right
trial for "coining." ACter the trial had begun and was in progress, two of qualified men would be will ing to ac- given the employer of selecting the
the defendants escaped from the custody of the Marshal. The trial was cept appointments since they would physician to treat thc injured emcontinued in their absence and a verdict of guilty returned, The defendants be spared the expense and discomforts ployee. The ad\'antage to the em·
were subsequently apprehended and brought before the Court. On a motion of n political camp?ign.
~loyer can be .seen clearly. But such
in aTTest of judgmeJlt, Judge Benedict stated:
The minority report, wh ieh was en· a practice is necessary in order to
"But the absence of the accused does not affect the pl'oceedings when dorsed by the New York State Bar avoid the tremendous opportunities
it arises from the lact that aCter the trial commenced the accused escaped Association ravors the retention of for collusion between the employe and
from custody and his attendance can not, for that reason, be had. The the present elective system, No sys- doctor. Industry is already feeling
right oC these defendants to be present during the trial was lost when tern of selection is entirely free from the effects of the burden under the
they broke jail and escaped, Certainly great inducements to escape during the effect or political preference, but Workmen's Compensation Act and is
the trial will be held out were it the law that, by an escape, further the peoplc of the majority of the giving evidence of it in the refusal
proceedings in a trial will be prevented. I see no reason for giving that state have shown on many occasions of mallY conCeI'ns to employ men who
effect to an escape, and I am furnished with no authority for that IlrOposi· an independence of party control alld have physical defects, or who are just
t ion."
have elected judges nominated by the past middle age,

th:

~~:r~~:e:~~u~:~:sh~h:;:n are1:::::~~\~~~ ~::;~~dU~::~l~t:~:s~ ~::o~!~i:;~;ili ~~~:~r:effasii::C~t~:

the
In Diaz v, United States,6 the Cou rt at page 556 sta tes :
hardl y to be expected that Utopian
"But where the offense is not capital and the accused i:s not in custody, selections have always been made,
t he prevailing r ule has been, that if, after the trial has begun in his But, nevertheless, the value of the
presence and if h e voluntarily absents himself, thi s does not nullify what elective system over the selective sysh as been done or prevent the completion of the trial, but, on the con~ tern has been amply proven. Appointtrary operates as a waiveI' of his right to be present , and leaves the ments would be made, under the selec·
Court free to proceed with the trial in like manner and with like effect tive system, with the view toward
as if he were present."
I
party politics. It would not separate
D efend an t B a rred from Cou rt room If Offen s ive
~he jUdiciary fro,:,. politics , but make
The trial may continue in the defendant's absence where the de!endant It a part oC political patronage Cor
has continually interrupted the District Attomey during his opening and bui lding party organizations ,
denied certain of the District Attorney's remarks although admonished b
N
'
the Court not to do so. In Davis v, United StatefJ,T the defendant was place~
Con fidence ot L acki ng
outside the Courtroom where the counsel had easy access to him, The trial
That lack of confidence in the adcontinued in his absence. The next day the deCendant becume com""lsed mini s tration of justice is growing is
and permitted to enter the Courtroom. After conviction d. motion was l.Jade denied by Judge Pound in his speech
to set aside the judgment. The Court held that he was removed because or before the New York State Bar As·
his own disorderly conduct, and since he created the disturbance it was not s?ciati on , The administration of jus~
with his mouth to complain.s
' t lce has always been atlacked. Even
It .
be
f 11
ted h
h
th
J efferson and Jackson sought to dis·
care u y no .' o;-revel'h that t e ~ases
at have co~c be- credit the United States Supreme
f
thIS "'eo
ore e urts, govern the situation were the trlal.had .been ~gun, III the
p~esence of the defendant, and he subsequently arbitrarily fUlled to make
hIS appearance.
,
"
Defendant IS Presence at H e nrlllg Not IlIdl!~pensabJe
'~hile there ~re no reported ca?es on the propo~ition that if a de!e~dant
(Con tinued from paoe 1)
re.celves a. hearmg before n. Magistrate or a Um~ .States Commissioner,
"

C ou rts Reputed Slow
Speaking of "delayed justice in
New, York," Robert H, J ~ckson said,
"It 1S a general observation of press
and laymen that our cou.rts a.re fro~
one to f our ~ea ~ be~lIId III then
work, and justIce IS demed by un rcasonable delays. The door of the
court is always legally open, but the
?oorwa y it~ impassable ~cause. it i~
Jammed "Ith I~n~-suft'.e rlng SUItors,
Central administrative control oC
the Jud'i cia ry may be a long sought
for remedy. A vast system like that
of our judicial branch of the government, with a hundred-aod-twenty Supreme COU1·t Justices, three~thousandsix~hundt'ed Justices oC Peace, fiftynine up-state City Courts, besides our
own New York City Courts and Muni.
cipal Courts require some central
authority.
'

Loughlin Proposes Code Changes

~~d~::.gahntd ~h~~:~e~:~:~er:;\!~:I,~~:e;;i~le~aSy ~::S;~'n s~;ss:~::~~I:, !~t':r:~~I~OUt: ~tst~r:t:~t:;~~;n~

the Court, in the writer's opinion could properly proceed with the trial of
the case without violating any of the defendant's constitutional guarantees,
The hearsay rule requires that the accused have the right to cross~ex-amine,'
Confrontation is nothing more or less than the right to cross~examine with
the added advantage of observing the witnesses' demeanor on the stand.tO
Nowhere in the Common law is there any indi spensable right of confronta·
tion as distinguished from cross·examination,l1 The founders of the Constitution merely enunciared the general principle of confrontation when
--::

:~: ~7~11~~~5).

: ~F~~~~tca~~t:~:8.dF~~~:feSa~~ ]£FO~5~~;ei(t:~)·. See infra pages,
~ 15 App. D. C. ;146, certiorari denied 181 U. S, 618,

~ ~~BF?d.

able to file infonnation in a misde·
meanor case with the court of special
sessions "where the defendant was dis-charged upon an examination before
a magistrate,"

whom s uch property was re.::eived."
At presen t proof oC possession of other
stolen goods is not pennissible.
In relation to assault, an amend·
ment to section 24: of the penal Jaw
was proposed, ThiS deems a person
who, under circumstances not amounting to the crime of assault as sped~
fled in section 240, "assaults a witness
or a person , about to be called as a
~~ne¥ in, a,ny action or proc.eed~g

SAVING CASE FOR REVIEW
By Slll UEL DEU'I'SCH, Esq.

''=======================;;;;;U
a.;
That errors cannot be review!:'Q unless reserved by objection and exception is the general view.
Many lawyers, particularly recent practitioners in the heat of trial, will
invariably forget to take their exceptions and will often, even forget to voice
their objections.,
Generally speaking, before error in the lower Court can be reviewed
on appeal, an objeetion must be laken, the proper grounds for such objections
given, and if the ruling is adverse, exceptions must be taken,
Th\li.. is invariably the rule particularly where the appeal is to be heard
in the higher Appellate Cour~ such as the Court of Appeals of the State
of New York.l
, .

erro;!e:e ~ou::;s~Sthheel drost:~C!~.e~ti:~c:~~t, O~~d:;:~;U~:b~~~:~:-:
Y.,

~~,added

a;;;the; :hon, 130tb,

B~

to~~e;n~~n give; 'the er!~:~e~~to n:ro~e

preven t his attendance thereat," guilty of assault in the Se<!ond degree.

and an

J

e~ceptlOn ta~en,

~se ~ ~e~lew~hefiqu;s:~on.

the

hl~her

QueSbo~s2 not raised

In

th:

=u~ea~~u~:1 !~~~~:s o~e;:~n=~~:~~le~S!:;~Yo~:er<>!::' ~:~~i~7 :I:n~:

would be objectionable because a proper foundation had not been la id for
its introduction and it is only permitted to remain in the record temporari ly
upon the ex press condition that counsel offering such proposed testimony, will
produce sufficient competent evidence to create the foundation for the introduction of t he testimony proposed. A common example of this wou ld be
found in the trial of a negligence case. The plaintiff tes tifies that he received
a certain injury and that since receiving such injury he has and still retains
a limitation in the movement of hi s limb causing hjrn to limp.
Ex e r t Tcstimon Necessa ' to Sust ain Com laint
. . .p
,Y
ry
"
p
,
, :rh,s cVlde,:,c~ tendmg to show the eff~ct oC the mJur~ .would ~ mad ...
~I.sslble unless ~t I~ suppor~ by expert tegbmo~y ~f .n phYSICIan showmg the
IIIJUry ,thnt plaIntiff su~tam~d, and that th,e said In.Jury was ~he.compe,tf.mt.
producmg cause ?C ,the Im?ml'~ent of the limb ~auslng the ~I ambff to limp.
10 suc~ ?ase plaltltl~ ordm~rlly would be pcn~lIt ted to tes~lfy ,to the effect;
oC the InJury ~nd to Its conti,:,uance up to the.t~me. of th~ tnal, IC th?se wel'e
the racts, s ubJec~ to conn~.tlOn by the P~ys,lclan s tes~l mony sh,owmg that
the ~resent phYSical c~nd.ltl,on of the plamtlff as, te~tified, to him was ~e
pro~lmatc l'esul.t ~f hiS Injury. Should the plalnt.Lff fall to connec~ ~IS
testimony by om lttmg to offer the necessary proof on the part of the phYSICian
showing that the impairment in the use of his limb is the result oC the injury
sustained by the plaintiff then at the close of the plaintiff's case but not
sooner, the d e felldant must move to strike out all of the p laintiff's testimony
in this respect upon th e ground that it was not properly connected and that
therefore there was no roundation laid for the introduction of such testimony.
If the motion is denied, and an exception iaken, the error of law can be
re,·iewed. ShOuld the deCendant, under those circumstances, fail to move to
the testimony at the close of the plaintiff's case and rely upon his
I How to Take an Appeal, Page 616, Saulsbury v_ Brau.n (1928) 229 N.Y .
Supp. 70, 223 App. Oiv. 555 (uffirmed in P9281 249 N. y, 618, 164 N. E.
606); GU7UJberg v . Gun.sberg (1922) 195 N. Y. SuPp. 29, 202 App. Div.

s~

~:,; ~a%-~t:;:p:iit~:IS:'illRy~l~~~) (~to~)

2

D eals With Fences
Section 1308 of the code relates to
trials of ~~sons charged with crim,i- ~~\'l:n:::s~:~~~no~' :~:::~r~n:o~~~~~~
recelvmg stolen,goods. To thiS by authority of law, with intent to

~allY

specl~ed

P p.

~

J
'I
:Appellate Courts WI I reth e lower court cannot
raise
or e z:s .Ime. on ~ppea...
f
.
Whe r e substantIal Justice Will be sened, particularly where who ly m competent evidence was admitted at the trial and injustice resulted, the lower
Appell~te Courts have ,at times ?eparted f~m this general rule and reviewed
errors tn order to arrive at a Just result.
An obj ection which is oveTruled is the same as if no objection had been
t~ken, unless. th~ gr~u~ds for same were given and an exception taken , So
.... here the obJectIon IS Improperly overruled by the Cou rt even though error,
such erro~ ,cannot be revie\\:ed unless the ~objcction was made, the proper
grounds gl\.en and an exception duly taken,
, . ,
Th~ f":llure oC the de~end.ant ~ move at the c1os~ o.f the plamtlff s. ca.se
for a dlslnlssal of the achon IS eqUlvalent to an admiSSIOn tha.t the plamtdf
haS' established a prima facie case. So also the failure to renew the mot ion
to dismiss at the close of the entire case is equivalent to an admission that
h i ' 'if
brsh d
.
f'
Th f 'I
to tak
!x~e:tia~~t~o t~:s d:~~l ~C : m~tro:n: dj~~~SSc:~'the cI:se a;t;~aintiff's eca~:
and again at the close of the entire case is also an admission that the p laintift' has proved a rima facie case. In other words unles the defendant both
at the close of
plaintiff's case and at the close of the entire casc moves
to dismi ss and renews his motion to dismiss and takes an exception to the
deniaL of each of such motion s he concedes that the plaintiff has established
a cause of action and cannot raise on appeal the question of whether the
laintitr has or has not established a prima facie case.:'>
P
Court Someti m es Reserves D e cision
Sometimes the Court will not rule upon Ii motion to dismiss or will
reserve its decision. Where no ruling is given it is too late for the Court
to grant the motion after the jury render their verdict. Appellate Courts do
not favor the practice of submitting the case to the jury and then passing
on the motion to dismiss if their verdict should be contrury to the opinion
of the Court , Counsel should insist upon a ruling and if it is not given
take his exception.G
Another important factor necessary to preserve' the right to review
arises where a motion to strike out testimony becomes necessary. Ofttimes
a willing witness will give an answer before opposing counsel has been able
to make hi s objection. In such case an objection to the question raises no
is.!'ue for rev iew. The proper proceeding is to mOVf! to st r ike out the 8.I)~\Ver
stating the same grounds that would have been 3;va il able as an obje<:tion
to the question had not the answer been prematurely given. Or sometimes,
the question itself may be proper but the answer may not be responsive.
Th e remedy is then the same, to strike out the answer because it Is not
responsive. The experienced t)'ia1 counsel rarely if ever forgets to take an
exception or objection when necessa ry. It is usually the novice who in the heat
of excitement of the trial pennits errors to pass by without reserving the
right to rev iew.
'
Difficulty, however, does often arise even with the most experienced
oC trial counsel where objections are temlx>rarily overruled by the Court bebeen

17 SN~Py.37su~7p.~~f4,D~3·1;~;.

Div, 229.
Volge R ealty CqrporatiQn v . Chauneey Holt Co. Inc. (1918) 1'12 N. Y.

~~fr~~6C!~4(:J;5j ~~~; :l~~~'77~; ~K;a~r~.B;~U~~:;:;;;':tl~~~i~o~~
19lfi} 215 N , Y . 721 , 10!) N. E. 1073; Atlantic Basin I ron Work& tI, Americall In.s . Co. (1928) 226 N. Y. Supp, 676,222 App. Div. 608 (reversed on
463); Seligson t!. W eiss

0~92tr~2~~~nY~li~~~.235308,~·2iA~2p~,Jf:. ~i4~'
I

::~~:tf!c:,~eH~/i:rCo~~f l-}iyl!~ ~~w ~'orl: ~llrt3) 3::'N~~. ~~~P. ~~:

88 App. Div. 153; Studebaker Corp, v, Silverberg, 199 N. y, Supp. 190.

Z~~lt~ ~0Ci!:~ (\1~~1\~~4N~Y~2::,8~~/E: ~7t; ~~~~n64;~~NRa~iw~~

Sea!!;' 773 (1875), Circuit Court, Southern District,
that, at or about the time of the com·
Proposes New Section
;
·See also Noble tI. United State., 294 Fed, 689, aff'd 300 Fed. 689. mission of the crime charged, other Mr. Loughlin also proposed adding Co. tI. Daniels, 152 U. S. 684: Columbia &: Puget Sound RaillOOY Co.
H agen. v. Unittd States, 268 Fed. 344.
stolen propert)' was found in the pas- a new section to the penal law, relat- Hawthorne, 144 U. S, 202,
II Wigmore on Evidence, Seetion 1864.
session, custody or contTol of such jng to indictment and pJ''lOf in larceny • Kkl't" tJ. Katz (1922) 193 N . Y. Supp. 98, 200 App. Div, 473.
(Continued on page 4).
person without establishing from cases.
(Continu.ed on Page 5)
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they incorporated Article 6 of Amendment Five into the Constitution and
left its interpretation to the Courts. 12 It would therefore appear ,that the
d efendants, having secured the right o'f cross-examination, have satisfied
a ll the requirements that the founders of our Co~stituti on ·demanded.
Amendment 5 Article 6 of Constitution Exp lained
I f we assume a case whe.re the defendant is apprehended, released on
b a il. indicted without a hearing before a magist rate or a United States
Commissioner, and subsequently the case is called for trial, the Court could
not proceed in such a case without the defendant being present at the time
of trial, for the defendant neve r had t he right to cross-examination. Might
it b e possible .with the above stated facts for the Court to spell out a waiver
by the defendant?
T he theory of waiver alone is not sufficient to explain the reported dec isions, for if the defendant's voluntary absllnce can effect a waiver of
confrontation with some witnesses, and perhaps in some cases the most incriminating witnesses, there appears to be no basis at first g lance for his
voluntary absence from the beginning of the trial not to effect a waiver of
confrontation with all the witnesses from the very beginn ing of the trial.
The Waiving of the R ule Discussed
On what basis therefore can the Court declare that the constitutional
amendment demands the confrontation with at least one or some o~he
witnesses and that a waiver is effected thereafter. A review of the language
of the amendment may lend some support to this theory, the amendment
providing that "the accused is entitled to be confronted with the witnesses
against him." It is to be noted that the statute at least technically demands
the confrontation of the defendant with witnesses; but does not say all witneSses or every 'W'itncss. Since the amendment in its language required only
that the defendant be confronted with witnesses, it is arguable that the requirements of the statute are complied with when SOme witnesses have been
called to the stand and thereafter a waiver by the defendant is effected, namely after the trial has begun.
A fundamental distinction between the Government's right to continue a
trial and to commence a trial after the defendant's escape or voluntary
absentation is that in the latter case not only must a waiver be spelled out
but a waiver in futuro. It m ust then be argued that the defendant has
waived confrontation of witnesses that the Government may not have procured or whom the Government is not ready to present. In the former
case, however, wh.en the trial has begun and evidence taken, there exists a
presumption that all the Government witnesses are at hand and can immediately be calledP The waiver therefore is a waiver of an actual witness
and not a theoretical waiver of any possible testimony the Government in
the future might find.
10 Summo1lS v. State, 5 Ohio State 341; Fet~wick's Trial, 13 How. State
Tr. 591, 638, 71~.; How8er "V. Com. 51 Pa. 337 ; U. S. 11. Reynolds, 1 Utah,
11 . ftSh, 125 N. Y. 150.
\ Vigmore on Evidence, Section 1365:
,.
H1827, Mr. Jeremy' Bentlul.m, R ational e of Judicial Evi~ence, b. III. c.
X I X: ' Under the head of Confrontation may be found whatever advances
(scanty indeed they will be seen to be) have been made in Roman procedure towards the introduction of that universal and equal system of
interrogation above delineated and proposed,-consequently whatever part
has been covered by the Roman law of the ground covered by the operation called Cross-examination in English law. The operation has two
professed objects: one is the establishing the identity of the defendant,
viz. that the person thus produced to the deponent is the person of whom
he has been speaking; the other is that an opportunity may be afforded
to the. defendant, in addition to whatever testimony may have been delivered to his disadvantage, to obtain the extraction of such other part
(if any) of the facts within the knowledge of th e deponent as may operate
in his favour .. . . (It is in Continen tal la w ) an imperfect modification of
cross-examination, .... a faint shadow of it.' ..
11 Wigmore on Evidence, Section 1397.
12 Campbell v. State, 11 Ga. 374; Lambeth v. State, 23 Miss 322 357'
State 1.1. McO'Blemi8, 24 Mo. 416, 435.
.
,
,
'Wigmore on Evidence, Section 1397:
"The rule had always involvcd the idea of exceptions, and the constitution-makers indorsed the general principle merely as such. They
did not care to enumerate exceptions; they merely named and described
the principle sufficiently to indicate what was intended,-just as the
brief constitutional sanction lor trial by jury, though absolute in form,
did not attempt to enumerate the excepted cases to which that form
of trial was appropriate nor to describe the precise procedure involved
in it,-just as the brief prohibition against "abridging the freedom of
speech" was not inten~ed to ignore the exception for defamatory statements,-just as the brief guarantee of the right to have counsel was
not intended to prohibit a prosecution where no counsel could be found
by the accused,-just as the prohibition against involuntary servitude docs
not abolish the father's common-law right to the services of his child.
The rule sanctioned by the Constitution is the Hearsay rule as to crossexamination, with all the exceptions that may legitimately be found, developed, or created therein."
• ]8 Reyno~ 'V. United State8, supra;
United State8 v. Loughery, supra;
Lhaz v . Untted State8, supra.
6 th Amendment Does Not A p p ly Whe re Connivance Presen t
T h e Sixth Amendment does not apply where witnesses are absent duc to
the procurement or connivance of the defendants. In such cases their previous testimony may be read. In this regard the Federal Courts have fo ll owed the English Law. As early as 1666 in Lord Morley's Case,a it was
stated:
"That in case oath should be made that any witness who had been
examined by the coroner and was then absent. or detained by means or
procurement of the prisoner, then the examination might be read; whether
he was detained by means or procurement of the prisoner, was a matter
of fact of which we are not the judges but their lordship."
I n Reynolds 11. United States,11 the def endant was indicted in the Territory of Utah for bigamy. The absent witness was the alleged second wife
o£ the defendant, The absent witness had testified upon a previous trial for
the same offense under another indicbnent. The Marshal endeavored to
resubpoena her and went to the last known address, which was the home
of the accused, with a subpoena. wh ich by mistake, was issued ·in the name
of Mary jane Schohold instead of Mary Jane Schofield. When the Marshal
arrived at the accu~d's home, he was tol d that the witness was not there,
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Tax

The filing period for the Federal Xncome
ends March 15, 1933.
will be unable to review the error on proper. But when he is overruled Single persons whd had net income of $1,000 or more or gross income of
appeal.
or 'where his adversary's objection is $5,000 or more, and mar ried couples who had net income of $2,500 or more
The difficulty with this procedure sustained , he seems to forget to note 01' gross income of $5,000 or more must file r~turns by this date. These

is due to the fact that in a protracted
trial, a nwnber of days may intervene between the time that the objection is made and the close of the
plaintiff's case. During this period of
time, the defendant may forget to
make his motion ~ strike out the. testimony offered subject to connectiot\ at
the close of the plaintiff's case. ~everal or even many of these obJections may be raised in a protracted
trial an~ evidence admitted subject to
connectIOn. So that at the end of the
plaintiff's case unless careful notes
were. made by couns~l he may. not
recall all of the ~e.stImony adnlltted
under these conditions and thereby
omit to ~ove to strik~ out a ll testi-

his exception on the record. The cure
for the young and inexperienced coun sel is to form .the habit of objecting
and excepting and moving to strike
out. testimony wh~rev:r it is offered
subject to connection. '
Sugges lion lo You ng Lawyers
For the young practitioner who
never objects or e.xcepts, it is suggested that at every trial he have a
memorandum sheet in front of him
with the words objection and exception
constantly before him. It would also
be advisable to attend moot trials and
there practice the habit of objecting
and excepting. If this practice is continued for several years, the habit will
be pcrmanently established and the
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find

~imself

may be filed with the Collector of Internal Revenue for the district in which
the person lives or has h is principal place of business. The tax is 40/0 on the
first $4,000 in excess of the personal exemption and eredits. On the balance
of the net income there is a tax of 8%. A surtax is imposed on net incomes
in excess of $6,000.
In addition to the personal exemption of $1,000 for single persons and
$2,500 for married persons living together and heads of families, a taxpayer
is entitled to a credit of $400 for -each dependent, defined by income tax law
as a person under 18 years of age or incapable of self-support because mentally or physicall y defective. Neither relationship nor residence are factors in
.
the allowance of the $400 credl~ for a dependent. The taxpayer and the
d~pendent may ~ residents of different cities. A single person supporting
hiS aged mother IS entitled not only to the $400 credit for a dependent, but
also to the personal exemption of $2,500 as t he head of a family, Under the
revenue act of 1932 both the personal exemption and the credit for dependents

ob- are required to be prorated where the status of the taxpayer ch anged during

mony~ offe:ed by the pI~intiff sub~ect !:C~:~u~~gS au~~!a~~::I~;I~::t ~s ~~

the year.

Schedule of I ncome Tax
to connectIOn, may be Just suffiCient driver of an automobile shifts his
The normal tax rate is 4% on the first $4,000 of net income in excess
to p~event p.laintiff from making out gears without realizing that he is don pnma fa~le case. It therefore be- ing it.
of the personal exemption, credit for dependents, etc. ; and 8% on the recomes very Important for the def~ndant to remember all the occasIOns
whe~e su~h p,:"oposed testimony was
admItted In eVidence and. t he p:omise
~ connect, not fulftlled sln.ce hIS mobon to ~trlke out such testimony may
be sufficlCnt to deprive .the plaintiff of
all the nccessa~ matena! to make out
a ca~se of acbon: If the def~da~t
permits such te~~lmony to remam.lIl
~he.. record by falhng to.move to strl.ke
I ~ o~t, he ~ereby. assists the pla.mtiff 10 provmg hIS cause o~ actIOn
al~~ugh th~re was not suffiCIent admlSSlble eVIdence for that purpose
available to the plaintiff.
Vital P roced ure Overlook ed
No other procedure would be more
likely to be overlooked than su,h motions and yet none are more vital in
the trial of an action.
To overcome this danger a habit
should be formed to bear in 'm ind the
making of motions to strike out tesU'"
mony,-not connected, with the making of motions to dismiss at t he close
of the plaintiff's case, and again at
the close of the entire case. It is
very unlikely that any trial counsel
whether experienced or inexperienced
wou ld often forget to move to dismiss
so that if the habit were fanned to
make motions to strike out testimony
at the trial which were not connected
there would be very little likelihood
that such motions would be overlooked. To do this, trial counsel at
the conclusion of both plaintiff's case
and the entire case should mentally
make motions to strike out the testimony and then proceed to make molions to dismiss.
How can this be done? While on
this subject a cure for the young
practitioner's failure to take exceptions to adverse rulings of objections
taken, should be considered . While
objections are not always raised when
necessary, it is more often found that
exceptions are not taken where proper

For the more experienced lawyers. mainder of such excess amount. The surtax rates begin on net incomes in
who do not forgct to object and except excess of $6,000. The rates increase in accordancc with the amount of net
during the trial but who may overlook at the end of a long trial the income included in the varying income-tax brackets. On a net: income in
making of a motion to strike out testi- excess of $6,000 and not in excess of $10,000 the rate is 1% of such excess.
mony conditionally adm itted subject to The surtax on a net income of $10,000 is $40 and upon a net income in excess
connection, but where no foundation of $10,000, and n~t in exces~ of $12,000, the rate is 2% in addition of such
is subsequently laid, the habit form- excess .. InforntntlOn concernmg the surtax on a net income of $1,000,000 may
ing process of making such motions be obtalOed from the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
would be the only remedy. That habit.
A husband and wife living together may each make a return of the
can be acquired in the same way as mcome of each, or' their income may be included in a single joint return . I.f
the habit of making objections and a joint return is filed, such return' is treated as a return of a taxable unit ,
taking exceptions dur ing the course of and the income disclosed is subject to both the nonnal tax and the surtax.
the trial. Counsel should make on a Where separate returns are fi led by husband and wife, the exemption of
memorandum sheet a notation to $2,500 may be taken by either spouse or divided between them.
strike out testimony wherever it is
Under the revenue act of 1932 the credit for dependents as well as t he
offered conditionally. At the concIu- personal exemption is required to be prorated where a change of status
sion of the plaintiff's case, counsel occurs during the taxablc year. A fractional part of a month is to be disrecan refer to such memorandwn and J~arded unless it amounts to more than h alf a month, in which case it is conknow whether it is necessary to make side red a month.
such motion or not. Where the eondiA taxpayer. though single, who supports and maintains in one household
tion is complied with by opposing one or more individuals who are closely connected with him by blood relationcounsel by the introduction of com- ship, relationship by marriage, or by ado ption , and whose r ig ht to exercise
p~tent testimony fonning a foundation familYI control and ,provide for those de pendent individuals is \lased upon
for the t:e~t i mony previously admitted some moral or legal obligation, is t he head of a fam ily, and entitled to the
on condltlon, counsel ?8n strike ~ut same exemption allowed a married person. H e may also claim a $400 credit
th.e ~em~ randu~ on hiS sheet WhIch for each dependent.
WIll Signify to hIm that as far as that
G ross and N et Incom e Diffe rent
par~icul~r testimony is concerned a
Two of the terms used in the income tax law, namely, "gross income"
mobon IS not necessary and then it and "net income", should be noted particul arly, inasmuch as they are vitally
will only become necessary for him
important to the whole subject of the income tax.
to make such motions to strike out
Gross income includes in general all income from any sou rce whatever,
with rcCerence to such testimony that
have not been connected. The memo- unless exempt from tax by law. Net income upon which the tax is assessed
randum. sheet that he uses for the is gross income less the deductions allowed by law. Such deductions include
annotatlOn to move to strike out testi- business and professional expenses. Such deductions must be for an expendim?n y not c~nnected, will act as a :e- ture in connection with the maintenance and operation of the taxpayer's
mmder to him at the c10~ of the tnal business or business properties; it must be an ordinary expen se and it must
n.ot ~ forget. to make hiS proper ~10- be a necessary expense. Ordinary and necessary expenses are only those which
bons If occaSIOn for them should eXist. are usual and essential in the case of similar taxpayers.
Certain new provisions are contained in the revenue act of 1932 conRi ght to R eview Lost
Nothing is more provoking than to cerning limita tion on stock losses. Such losses may be deducted only against
gains from similar transactions for the year. Such loss may not be offset
know that you have lost the right to against capital gains. This limitation is applicable to both corporations
review where reversible error exists and individuals as well as other taxpayers. But it does not apply to dealers
by reason of your failure to make in securities as to stocks and bonds acquired for resale to customers or t o
timely objection and exception. Nor banks or trust companies incorporated under the laws of the United States
is counsel always to blame for this. or of any State or Territory.
Some judges with the best intention
. In defining "stocks and bonds" the statute specifically excludes therefrom
and in their zeal to expedite the business of the Court may dismiss an bonds issued by a government or political subdivision thereof.
of property by theft or burglary are allowable deductions, and
=ob.;j=ec=ti=·o=n=s=a=,e="=is=ed=a=n=d=o=v=,,=-ru=l=ed=.~=~(=C=on=t=-in=ue=d=o=n=P=a;ge~5)=== need Losses
not be incurred in trade or business. Of course, losses compensated for
by
insurance
or otherwise are not deductible. However, in the event the
accused that the witness was likely to get in trouble, and the accused reamount of insurance is not sufficient to recompense for the loss sustained, the
plied, "Oh, no she won't, not until the subpoena is served on her."
excess of the loss over the amount of the insurance is deductible.
Another Excep tion OutJined
Bad debts may be treated either by deduction f rom gross income in
After the trial had . been commenced and it appeared that the wrong
name had been inserted in the subpoena, a new subpoena was issued that respect to debts ascertained to be worthless or by a deduction of a reasonc\·ening and the officer again went to the house and found there the first able reserve for bad debts. The burden is upon the taxpayer to show that
wife of the accused, who advised him that the witness had not been there a debt claimed as a deduction was without value dut:ing the taxable year.
for three weeks. The next morning the (;Qurt was advised of t he facts, A statement should be attached to the return showing the propriety of any
and ruled that evidence of what th e witness had sworn to at the previous deductions for bad debts.
trial was admissible. In discussing the admissibility of this evidence, the
Court stated at page 160:
"In this we see no error. The accused was himself personally present
in Court when the showing was made, and had full opportunity to account
for the absence of the witness, if he would, or to deny under oath that
he had kept her away. Clearly, enough had been proven to cast the
burden upon him of showing that he had not been instrumental in concealing or keeping the witness away. Having the means of making the
explanation, and having every inducement to do so if he would the
presumption is that he considered it better to rely upon the weakne'ss of
the case against him than to develop the strength of his own. Upon the
testimony as it stood. it is clear to our minds that the judgment should
not be reversed because secondary evidence was admissible."
Another exception to Amendment Six is that in criminal contempt eases
~te Trials, 770. See also Harrison's Case , 12 State Trials 851 and
Regina 11. Scaffie, 5 Cox C. C. 243 170B 238, wherein the Court 'held' that
a witness kept from the Court by the connivance of the defendant the
~~fso;~~~~f:h~a~ :atr,ess taken before a magistrate in ·.the presence of the
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Ch a ri ta bl e Contri butions Are Deductible
Taxes on real estate and personal property paid during 1932 are deductible. Taxes which are assessed against local benefits, such as street paving and drainage, however, are not deduetible, since they are considered as
an increase to the value of the property assessed.
Charitable contributions and gifts made by an individual a re ded uctible
provided they meet the required tests. The corporation, t rust, community
chest fund or founda.tion must be operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty
to animals. No part of the organization's income may inure to the benefi t
of any private stockholder or individual.
In claiming a deduction for depreciation several fundamen tal principles
must be 9bserved. The deduction must be confined to property actually used
in trade, business, profession, and to improvements on real property, other
than property used by the taxpayer as his personal residence. In general, it
applies to the taxpayer's capital assets, the cost of whicl1 cannot be deducted
as a business expense.. For example. a lawyer may not charge off as a current expense the cost of a library used wholly in his profession , thil\ being
a capital expenditure and the library a capital asset, but he may deduct an
allowance for depreciation based upon the useful life of t he libra ry /
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The town of Green River, Wyoming, passed an interesting statute, in
pursuance to the power delegated to it by the legislatu;re of Wyoming, declaring what constitutes a nuisance and the method of abating same, The Ordinance declares that the practice of entering upon the private residences in
town, by solicitors to sell, without the invitation of the occupants thereof constitutes a nuisance, and is punishable as a misdemeanor. The Boston Uni~
versity Law Review refers to the case of Fuller Brush Co. v. The Town of
-Green RiYer, 60 Fed. (2nd) 613, in discussing this unique enactment. The
plaintiff is engaged in nation-wide selling of brush merchandise by representatives, who solicit orders from door to door by going to the homes, uninvited,
in Green River and other to"''llships and municipalities. The court maintained that the statute was unconstitutional and beyond the scope of the
l>olice power of the state. Canvassing, the court believed, is not in itself a
nuisance and is beyond the police power. The police power is designed to
p:otect the public health, safety, and morals. Albeit, the fields of regulation
are small, the extent and scope of regulation are unlimited. To justify regulation, it must be for the best interests of the general public, and must not be
an unwarranted restraint on private or property rights of an individual.
Since plaintiff's business is a property right, he can pursue it without limitation, provided he does not endanger public health, safety or morals.
From various cases reported, the Legislature cannot forbid canvassing
in homes, although it can prohibit selling in public places. It may also
restrict the hours and require a license.

et al.: The Justinian
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(Continued (nnn Page 1)
ery for the enforcement of child labor
laws.
Progress Has Been Sad
The history of the attempted fed~
eral child labor laws is a sad one.

occupations such us agric,u1ture, domestic service, and street trades is
SlJecified in most states. In some
states, howevel', this applies only to
manufacturing work, or a specified
list of occupations. Most states spe~

By PROF. EOWIX W. CADY

The opening should be limited to a definite statement of the extent of
the issues and of the nature of the proof to be presented. Care should be
taken to omit all argument until the summation. The summation should be
the continuation of the opening in which the case should be presented to the
jury in its full logical force. To prepare a skelelon of the speeches in the
ll-point sheet is necessary, not for the purpose of reference in the midst
of the speech, but to enable counsel to co-ordinate in his mind the most
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The first Federal Child Labor Law
was approved on September I, 191G. unless they have met certain educag:u;tun~e~ia!!!8, i!heu~c'O~~ti~~~~:~~ tional requirement:s. In t~e ?",a~ority
This law prohibited the shipment in of states, 39, thiS age hmlt IS ~4
interstate and foreign commerce years: The grade to be completed IS
oC goods produced in mines or quar~ ~he eighth grade or elementary course
ries in which children under 16 m 25 of these states.
years of age were employed, or in
State Laws Vary Greatly
mdls, canneries, workshops, factories,
Re ardm dangerous occu ations,
or manufacturing estabhshments m mostgstatesgspecIfy a hst of ~ccupa~
which chtldren 14 to 16 years of age tIOns rohlblted for children under 16
worked more than 8 hours a day or ears p and some states another list
6 days a. week, or between 7 p. m.
·ld
d 18
Man
and 6 a. m.
a~~o ci~cl~:: ~n ::eral y:~r~ment
The second Federal Child Labor cover any occu:ations dangerous to
The United States Law Review quotes from the New York Legal Ob- Law, included in the Revenue Act of life, limb, health or morals, and some
February 24, 1919, imposed a tax up· states give power to the labor or
.server, published November, 1846.
"Sir Thomas Davenport," said Lord Eldon, "was a very dull speaker. on the profits of all mines and manu~ health department to extend thi s list
Whilst making a very long, dull speech, to a jury in Northumberland, a boy,
by so ruling. .. ,
Asleep on a window considerably high from. the floor, fell, and was reported, mentioned in the former law. This
In o~ly 21 states IS there ~ law
inaccurately, to be dead. I was at that time attorney~general of the bar- was declared unconstitutional on May ~egulatmg the e~ployn~ellt of children
mess (a jocular office); and at the domestic court, at Appelby, I indicted him r.:
III street trades.
Thirty-five states
-for wilful murder, perpetrated by a long, dull instrument, viz: a speech. He 1i)In1i;~4 a ·oint resolution was pass~ permit boy~ u~der 12 years and 29
was convicted and severely fi.n~.". • • •
ed b the' G8~ Con ress h'in it the states p~rmlt girls under 12 yea~s. to
o",:r to limi t, re glate, ~nd :rohibit engage m street t.r~des. S?me CIties,
The name or title of a musical composition is not property although the ihe labor of pers~s under 18 years th?ugh, ~ave mUnicipal ordmances on
piece is copyrighted, the New York University Law Quarterly Review dis~ f
T d t
I 6 tate have t.hlS subJect.
cl oses, in the case of Gotham Music Service Inc. v. Hoskins Music Publishing ~ati~~~ thi: a;e~d:e~t. ~ati:cation
Courtenay Dinwi~die, general ~creCo., Inc., 259 N. Y. 86. The plaintiffs published the song "Gambler's Blues," by 36 states is necessary for the tary to the C~mnlltt:ee, ha.s pom;ed
an old favorite which had never been copyrighted, under the name, "The St. amendment to become part of the out. the. gre~t dl~eultJes of nnpro~mg
James Infirmary Blues." They conducted a publicity campaign and popu~ Constitution.
leg~slatlOn III thIS ~eld. The va~l~us
larized the song. A year later, the defendant, a rival publishing concern, pub~
.
legislatures look With much SUspICion
li shed the song under the title, jjThe St. James Infinnary Blues, or Gambler's
Difficulties Change Approach
upon bills proposing reforms. Some
Blues." The plaintiffs were unsuccessful in their action to enjoin the de~
Because of the difficulties with fed- of the more important child Jabor
fendant from using the title, "The St. James Infirmary Blues, or Gambler's eral legislation this committee is con- bills defeated in 1932 include propos~
Blues." The court said that the copyright protects the composition, not the centrating its efforts on improving the als to raise the minimum age for
title. The use of titles and names wilt be enjoined, however, to prevent unfair state laws. The report continues giv- children leaving scho?l for work from
-competition.
ing the present regulation s in the 14 to 15 or 16 yea;s III Massachusetts
48 states.
and New York; biBs to reduce workA minimum age below which ch~l- ing. hours for women and girls over
The George Washington Law Review reports that when Stoyou Saraliefl'
petitioned for naturalization, it was denied. In re Saraliefl", 59 F, (2d) 436. dren may not be employed, except III 16 ill Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
Saralieff, at the time of petitioning, was editor of a newspaper printed in Ii=======================~
a foreign language which was strongly advocating the amendment to the
United States Constitution whereby the three governmental departments be
abolished, the reigns of government be taken over by "producers," and
that public ownership be substituted for the institution of private property. .
The court stated that Saralieff has not behaved as a person j'attached to the .
principles of the Constitution of the United States, and well disposed to the
.
good order and happiness of the United States," as required by the Naturali(Contimled from. Page 4)
versal. It therefore becomes Impor~
zation Act. The changes adyocates by Saralieff would abrogate the prin- action even before the plaintiff has tant that proper .measures b~ taken
ciples enumerated in the Constitution, for which principles he professed at- rested. So quickly does this some~ to preserve that rIght for reVlew. A
tachment, Nor was he disposed to the Constitution, the court believed, for times occur that all but the very ex~ general exception to the charge does
he was hostile and opposed to it; • • • •
perienced lawyel' will stand dazed not raise any question on appeal. An
Mr. Robert P. Reeder, an attorney in the Department of Justice, who while counsel for the plaintiff in the exception to the charge must refer
has specialized in constitutional law and constitutional history, has com~, next cause of action takes his place to the .particular part of the ::barge
mented "Upon Failure of Accused to Testify" in the Michigan Law Review. ready to begin a new trial. By the complamed of. It need not give the
It is a treatise discussing the resolution passed by the American Law Institute time he recovers from his stupor, the exact words of the charge but ~ust
and the American Bar Association declaring that the judge, the prosecuting new trial is in progress and it is then specify it sufficiently to be rec?gnlzed.
too late to register his objection and anWd ,hheereC·ou'rteqduoee,,' ntoo,cchhaa'rggee. "exmaca,d1ye
attorney, and counsel for the defense may comment upon the fact that the exception.
Another instance where
accused, in a criminal action, does not testify. and may draw a reasonable the right to review is lost is where as requested it is then necessary to
inference therefrom. The privilege against compulsory self·incrimination is
the
Court
fails
to pass upon an ob- except to the :.::efusal of the Court to
firmly embedded in the Constitution of the United States and most nf the
states, he declares. In commenting upon the proposed plan, he asserts that jection or motion made during the charge as requested and also to except
trial.
A
fa'lurc
on the part of coun- to that part charged by the Court
it is unconstitutional in the case of Federal legislation under the United States
Constitution, and in most of the state legislatures. Furthermore, it would sel to insist upon a ruling so that an which was not requested.
Whe.re. requests to charge are rebe expedient to provide safeguards to insure that natural inferences would exception can be taken is fatal as far
be drawn by the jury, In addition, the person accused may be innocent of as a review is concerned. Where the fused ~t IS then necessary to take an
the crime charged. Yet, he might fear that in the cross-examination, he Court refuses to rule, an exception excepbon.l
Jury Verdict Not U~Ianimous
might disclose another offense which might injure him in the eyes of the jury. may be taken to his refusal to 80 do
S
Thus, unless the scope of cross-examination were limited, it would be impos- and also an exception to the ruling, if . Although very rare, It d?C someadverse.
:lmc8
happen that the verdIct of the
siblE! to draw an inference worth drawing from the failure to testify, The
SUbjection to comments would clearly be in derogation of one's constitutional
Court's Failure to Rule
;:t:;~d;::! ~hc~~e d:~~:et;a~fo~;
rights, Mr. Reeder believes.
The failure of the Court to rule is in the jury room, is not the unanimous
frequently the cause of the failure verdict of the jury.
A rare English ease is cited in the University of Pennsylvania Law Re- of counsel to take exceptions. On
After the jury is discharged it is
view, Rex v. The Daily Herald, (1932) 2 K. B. 402, While great public many occasions discussions arise. be- extremely difficult, if not impossible
in t.erest was aroused in case, pending in the ecclesiastical courts, which tween Court and counsel on questIOns to set aside the verdict upon the
. involved sexual irregularity of a rector, the defendant newspaper was held of law raised upon e~cepti?ns ar d ob- ground that it is not unanimous.
subject to punishment summarily as a "gross contempt" of the court, The jections.
These dISCUSSions often
The pt·oper procedure is to have the
paper published statements by the woman concerned that she had been cause counsel to overlook the pre- jury polled immediately after their
bribed to mnke fnlse accusations while drunk, and by the rector charging cor- servation of their rights by failing verdict is announced. Each jury is
ruption and bribery of his Utraducers." This is an indication of the utility to note an exception in the record. then a.sked separately if it is his verof the summary power as exercised by the British courts. The American
Where exhibits offered in evidence dict. And if he should state that it is
practice, it is disclosed,.ignores, for the most part, obnoxious sensationalism, are excluded, an exception to the ex- not the verdict must be immediately
and exercises its power in suppressing any criticism of the courts. The clusion of such exh ibits, are not suf~ set' aside by the court or the jury
writer advoca.tes increased use in respect to excessive sensationalism in ficient to raise the question of any returned to their room for further
criminal cases and less in curbing criticism which might be of value.
errors on appeal. It is first necessary deliberatio~s.
.
.
to have the exhibit marked for identiThe mobons to ~t aSIde the ver~lct
The Texas Law Review includes an interesting discussion by Prof. C. D. fication and then as so marked offered and i~r a new tnal and exceptlOns
Potts, of the law school of Southern Methodist University of "The Declara~ in evidence. If it is then excluded, ~ demal .oC same are the final ~teps
tory Judgment." This form of relief, it is interesting to note, was in practice an exception must be taken. If In the trial to prese:,'e you~ r:g~ts
in Scotland in the Sixteenth Century, though introduced in the United States marked for identification it becomes a ~ appea~. Although In some Jurlsdlcabout seventeen years ago. The passage of the Chancery Procedure Act of
1852 introduced it into the English practice. New Jersey, in 1915,_was the rt~e:~ ~~:::r1no:v~~~~;!.a\~~~~: bons as In ~ew York State an appeal
first state in the country to adopt it. Twenty-one states have since followed.
Michigan adopted it in 1919, but it was held unconstitutional. It reappeared
in 1929 with minor modifications, and its validity has been recently upheld by
a unanimous court in Michigan. Professor Potts declared that it is not
vdthin the scope of the judicial power conferred upon the courts of the
United States, for a proceeding for a declaratory judgment is not an actual
"case or controversy" within the meaning of the. Federal Constitution.
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not marked for identification it will
not appear in the reeord on appeal
and there will be nothing to guide the
Appellate Court in determining its
admissibility in evidence.
Errors in the charge or refusal to
charge are often the occasion for re-

!:O~ct~~ ~~~:-e;;;ale~!~:: a~V::es~

tions on appeal reserved by exceptions
without the formality of a motion to
set aside the verdict and for a new
trial.
•
1 Saulsbury 11. BraUn (1928) 229
N, Y. Supp. 70, 223 App. Div. 555.

and s ubsidiary: and to insert arguments so staged as to persuade and
convince.
. .
.
The opening, therefore, should state the speCial Issues of the comphc~ted
mass of facts and arguments that are to be reproduced before the Jury
through the mouths of the witn~sses. The sentences should be short and
correlated and contain only what is necessary ~ an ~nderstanding of what
the dispute is about. Counsel should state which Side ~e represents; the
history ~nd definition Of. the ~ispute.; what facts are admitted by the pleadings, ~vhlch. are always III eVidence III a case;.what,.for the purpose of ~e
case, IS waived or taken for gra~ted ~y the Side WhIch the counsel operung
represents; and what counsel's Side will prove as.~ the. cOl'!tro."erted facts.
All these matters should be stated as facts, aVOldmg, If pOSSIble, the use
of law terms. Say Ufault" instea~ of Hnegligence," etc .. E~clude ruthles~l~
from ~e. open.ing, all groups of Ideas ex~ept the speCial Issues on whlch:
the deelSlon Wlll rest at the close oC the tnaI.
Fairness Demands T estimony as Basis for Facts
Neither counsel in the opening has an opportunity to 'anticipate and

oppone~t.

o~jecti~n

meet the arguments which will be used later by his
The
is "Summation." Counsel will be tempted to dr~w certam conclUSIOns m
the opening whose proper place is in the summation. B~t he must not,. at
this time, let them be foreseen, or rely at all upon the fairness of opposmg
counsel. Instead, one must get the premises on which he relies for :vinning
the case, admitted into the facts through the testimony of the Witnesses,
mingling them in here and there, in no definite order .. On the other hand,
one may draw up questions to be propounded to the WItnesses, ad~pted. to
prove pro-premises of these premises, so as further to conceal hiS pomt,
some oC which the opponent may admit by.not refuting them. \V~e~ you
see your opponent employing this plan agamst you, the proper fOIl IS an
objection to the materiality of the question. If the court then h.elps. you a
little by asking opposing counsel what the purpose. of the qU~stIOn IS, you
force a reply which may give you a thread by WhICh you WIll be. enabled
to penetrate his design. Otherwise, the court's innocent little inquiry will
force him to withdraw the question, or to disavow any particular purpose
other than that of finding out what the fact is. See Schopenhauer's Aphorisms, iv, citing Aristotle, "Topica." book 8, chap. 1.
The summation is the body and the conclusion of the addres·s of which
the opening to the jury was the introduction. The weak juror has three
opportunities of understanding the issues. First, they are stated to him in
the opening of each counsel, but only in respect to the theory of the case
of the respective counsel. Second, he hears them from the mouths of the
witnesses, and in the a.rguments of law by counsel. Counsel should be eager
to make arguments of law and sho~ld anticip~te, i~ his.l1-p~int sheet, questions that may be asked which will rwt fit m wlth hiS theory of the law
of the case. Lastly, the juror receives his final instruction in the summa~
tions of counsel, and in the charge of the court. For the purpose both of
deciding and defining the la.w involved in the case correctly, and pennitting
the juror to have a complete understanding of the special issues, as far
as his education in this respect can be carried in the course of a tria.l, the
argument of law should be renewed as frequently as possible, but each time
in a different fonn, and in relation to a different question, so as not to
transgress the rule that when the court has once spoken there can be no
further argument. If counsel fails to present his argument on the law in
as many forms as subsequent questions propounded by the opposite side
would sugge~t, the appellate court may decide that the objection was not
sufficiently pressed. Also, in passing, it may be said that the other side can
be safely relied on to attempt some enlargement of any ostensible advantage
that it has gained in the case, and this step will constitute a sufficient open.
ing for the restatement of the argument.
Preconceived Theory of Case Usually Altered
The advocate's preconceived theory of the case will doubtless have re~
ccived some severe shocks during the course of the trial. For instance, i
he has made the unforgivable mistake in cross examining, of asking a ques
tion which by any conceivable possibility the witness can answer unfavorably
to the questioner, and the witness has seized the opportunity thus afforded
him, the weight of the evidence theretofore adduced may have to be shifted
from one side to the other by the answer. But barring some mistake in
counsel's conduct of the trial, the argument to be presented to the jury can
be formulated in advance of the trial by subdivisions in the ll-point sheet
The brief on the summation should be subdivided into three parts, marke
"Introduction", "Argument and Equities", and "Conclusions".
The "Introduction" to the summation shOUld set fo~h the ~acts. as to
which there is no conflict, and, separately, the facts WhIch are m dIspute
Not infrequently, a most intelligent juror fails to differentiate or perceiv
this simple matter. For instance, in an action brough: to recover from the
city a portion of the sum paid for vatllt space representmg the space covered
by an ancient vault, wherein the plaintiff proved and the .city b~ not con
testing admitted that"if the ancient vault had once been paid for It was no
entitled to exact any sum for it altho the sidewalk and cover had been
removed, it was found, after the case had been taken from the jury, that
one of the jurymen had conceived the idea that the controlling issue w
whether the sidewalk and cover had been removed. Title G. & T. Co. v. Ne
York, 185 App. Div, 688, 173 N. y, S. n8. Also, in your reques~ to charge
ask the court to charge, as to the non-contested facts, jjThat the followin
facts are established in the ease, viz .... "
The second part of the summation, uArgument and Equities" should be
divided into heads and subheads, so as to make clear to all jurors, the crn
and deciding argument, a& well as the development of the evidence by whic
counsel has proved the elements of substantive law which had to be proved in
order to win the case, or, for defendant, that he has met with an equal
weight of contrary evidence, one of the elements on which the plaintiff had
the btuden of proof, as to which the judge will charge the jury at the
appropriate time.
.
.
,
.
.
It is a great mistake for counsel to fail to mterJcct ill thiS pa~"t .of his
speech a discussion of the equities. In fact, if the court unduly lumts the
time for summation, and so renders it neeessary to omit some part of the
argument, the equities of the situation should never be the part to suffe
What is meant by the equities of your cause may be illustrated by quoting
(C01ltinued on page 7)
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THE JUSTINIAN BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL

I Fraternities and Sororities

LAW SCHOOLPLACEMENTII
NOTICES
B UREA U"

~====================~

II

Practice Court

~====================~
added to the Jist of attendants in
the afternoon sessions.

pm. DELTA PHI
IOTA ALPHA PI
FIRST YEAR SMOKER
In furtherance of the efforts of the
The Founder's Day banquet will be
Gamma chapter of the Iota Alpha
On · Friday, February 24, 1933, the Placement Bureau of the Brooklyn
h eld at K eene's Chop House on Satur- Pi, in conjunction with Alpha chapter first year, 7-9 class will tender a Law School, The JUSTINIAN Pl"Oday evening, April 1, at 7 :30 p. m . of ' Iota Theta Law Fraternity, will smoker in the Men's Lounge, under poses to act as a contact ,bewlee~ ~awthe guidance of Mr. Rosen, president. yers and law clerks seekmg posItIOns.
.John J. Scott, the chairman of the hold a Bri~ge and Dance on Sunday
The 10-12 class will hold its smoker
The services of the Placement Bucommittee in charge of this affair, afternoon, February 26, 1933, at the on the 17th of February 1933 at the renu are entirely gratuitous and it
plans on having entertainment and Hotel Plaza, at 2:30 P. M.
same place.
" u r g e s alumni and others seeking as-sistants to lend theifn co-operation
several prominent speakers. Listed
Installation of the pledgees of the
CLASS OF '32 RE UNION
~r~~;k~~nicating wi Miss Celia
among these speakers is Judge Mc- Metropolitan chapters will be lteld on
Crate.
Sunday, February 19, 1933, at the
of
FEMAU
On April 24, at 8:30 p . m., a Pledge Fraterniy Club. A dinner will follow
Part II, will be held on February 19,
Female--Class of 1925 .
Stnoker is to be given. Morris Heath the r ituals.
__
1933, at Rosoff's Restaurant, No. 147 Attended The College of the CIty of
has been app~intt:d to make the arWest Forty-third Street, New York'
New York
rangements for this smoker. The fact
O~fEGA PHI
City. F or information commun icate
Fo~ years' legal experience
that there win be no speakcrs is emOn Sunday, January 29, 1933, a with A. Olian, in care of Giar &; SwetExpert stenographer and typist
phasized.
meeting was held at the Towers Hotel, low, No. 130 West Forty-second
Admitted to the Bar-G-8
F
I -C-l931
The Comml"ttee on Rules and Regu- Brooklyn, of , the Delta chapter, at Streef, New York City; W Isconsin
7-0506.
ema e-- ass of 1
lations has just been announced. It which the Misses Genevieve Finch,
__
Attended Columbia University

"People v. Norman Arovsky" and
The Practice Court calendar Jor
"People v. Noah Goldberg" were the next week, February 18 is as follows:
first two cases. In both cases Oscar
Before: Hon. Murray Hearn, JusMeierfeld acted for the people while tice of the Municipal Court at 10 :46
Murray Gluck represented the de- a. m. in room 404.
fense. The next case was "Edward
Murphy v. Clement C. Eicks" with ~~~~:g~; Norman Arovsky and Noah
Irwin Pearlman representing the
plaintiff and Ruth Leah Weiss for the
Oscar Meierfeld for the People

BROOKLYN JUNIOR FEDERATION Six years'
a
__
corsage , and following the ceremony, Co~~~~t!:e o~us~~~esB~~~~L~~~;;
Admitted _Io_th_e Bar-G-9
IOTA THETA
lunch~n was served to all tJw;e Federation, a series of interesting
speeches have been h eld in the Law
Female-Second Year Evening
On Januar y 16, 1933, Iota Theta present.
School Auditorium, The fi rst of this
Student
held its '\V:inter Initiation, at which
TAU EPSILON DELTA
series was held on the 21st day of
B.A. Smith College
time George Talianoff, Sam Korb, EdOn F ebruary 26, 1933, the sorority November, 1932, at which time Mr.
Several month s' legal experience
w ard J. Storck, Max Fefferman, Sam- tendered a Bridge and Dance which Samuel Liebowitz, noted criminal at- Knowledge of stenography and typing
uel Herman, and Mac Paley were in- was held at the Governor Clin ton torney delivered an interesting ad-A-14
Hotel in New York, in honor of the dress on "What to do with a criminal
-duc:ted as new members.
10th
Anniversary
of
the
chapter.
case
when
you
get
one."
MALE
A series of inter-chapter debates
Miss Anne Siegel Rich is a recent
The second was h eld on the 16th
Male-Class of 1931

sion was "People v. Osca.r Miller and
Harry Newman." Leon Palevsky appeared for the people and Alfred
Weissten, for the defense. In the
following case, "People v. John H.
Easterday Jr." the people were represented by J oseph Spano and Easterday, by Louis Moscato. Irving Reiman
was for the people and Irving Brody
for the defense in "People v. Arthur
Se lversto~e" which followed . In the

T~;3~~s~=~a~re~:~n ~!~l,cl:~

•

Tuesday February 21 193:i

The Justinian, Vol. 1933 [1933], Iss. 2, Art. 1

~:::~S:::fJ~~~; . ;::~:y~~~~ J. ~:~ V~:anberD:e:serpr:;:ete!n:~red~

::h::::;:d

Pi:'P~'::~:;~a::',o~:t,:: Pl~::\st

the near futu:~ be:,weens~lp~)a
:~~Pt~:Ja~h~:=r ~t. ~:hn'S ~a"';

in

School) •
h

as the parties and. counsel.

F~~~~~erya~~, ~;~:~ ~: :~~~~::

============
Dr.. D a'1fnter "'reats
Ct J
~
j

__
"Applications of Psychology to
Legal Problems" will be the subject
of an address to be delivered by Dr,
Rich ard H. Paynter at the Brooklyn
Law School on Friday evening, Febmary 17, at 8 :30 r.M., in the Law
School Chapel at a legal forum of the
Long Island University Club.

chairman of the Educational Commit-

~:~;~~d ~~ts~~e v~suf:trn:~~~~t~~

~~r:c~~~l:: ;~~~\~.e~:~h~:~~~,t::

tee .

will include, also, in his discussion reports on the results of recent I;lxperiments on testimony and evidence, differences in the interpretation of
events, and will give a Jlsychological
study of court deci sions.
Dr, Paynter is president of the Assodation of Consulting Psychologists,
1932-1933, and head of the Department of Psychology at Long Island

of St. Louis Medical School, and
presently associa~d with ~e Su~gica l
Staff of the JeWish Hospital! Wlll be
the guest speaker of the evemng. The
feasibility of the use of "Hypnosis in
L.egal ~ractice," will be the topic of
dISCUSSion.
An Employment Committee composed of alumni ~f Phi Kltppa Delta,

section of the American Psychological
Association and was a P sychological
Examiner for the United States Army
during the World War. Dr. Paynter
is the author of "Psychological Study
of Trade Mark Infringement" and coauthor of "Educational Achievements
of Problem Children."
The officers of the Long Island Un i-

~~:e;':a'tho~;istJ~~o~h:~~~~:;:~; ~:~:et~~~Y'co:~i~:eea :re~~r C~~i~~~

~~~

~~tsin:~:u~i::e:~;;:; is~r:~:~~~

these different speakers at different

t!:: a~~g:hn~z:~de:;:~U:~r=;; vel'sity Club, the spon~rs of ~e ad·
dress, are .Alfr.ed

Luc~a,

called for

~:I:~::u~s::dbY counsel.

"Petition of Richard North to compel
JEaxmec'u'toCr~,ker to settle his account as
Bernard Brandt for the Petitioner
Albert E. Wool for the Executor
"Robert Feinman v. Albert E. Wool"
A1;~~~ndteiffr l.()wens tein for the
....
Leon Zaretzki for the Defendant
Before Harold R. ,Medina, associate
professor at Columbia Law School

~ e :tJo~ ~hI.~

.oug ass ;~mann was
Herman G. Schwarz for the Plaine p amtl In oppOSItion.
tiff
ConnoUy Presides
Isidore Ratner for the Defendant
Edward J. Connolly, presiding at "People of the State ot New York

or

~~~e~~~te~:,n ~~~~n\~~~~~rt,:~

Poore Gas Company," had James M.

~~:~!:I;h~o~la~~ffd:~~n1!~~~nd;~

__
Male-Class of 1929
{(Paul R. Carr v. Jeweler's Exchange
FJRST ANNUAL DINNER
B.C.S. New Yo~k University
Insurance Co. of N. Y." the plaintiff
The 8-10 session of the class of Three years' legal experience as was represented by Philip Hoffer and
1932 will hold its first annual dinner
managing clerk and attorney
the defendant by Julius E. Berzinsky.
Wednesday evening, March I, at 7
Admitted to the Bar- G-12
The clerks for t he morning sessiori
o'clock at Joe's Restaurant, 330 Fult
-were William Campbell and Bernard
ton St., Brooklyn. For particulars adMale-Class of 1932
Brandt; the attendants were Milton
dress M. S. Lebe, cal'e of Baar, BenB.A. The College of the City of
Gershenson and Irving Kramer. Harnett and Fullen, 29 Broadway, New
New York
old Cohen and Solomon Diamond werl'!

e.c.

Passed

:;' ~~:IEe::~~~e:t~:n_G_13
__

Club Chooses
Scholarship Group

(Continued /-rom page 1)
actions will be institu ted shortly
against some of the most prominent
banks and trust compan ies in the city
of New York followed by actions
against laymen who violate the law
by practicing it without a license.
"The practice ' of law is not a business open to all, but is a beneficial

which will continue to f miction for
Male-Class of 1932
the next five years on a progressIve
Attended Columbia University
scheme. Each member IS to be chaIr. Two years' .experience as managing
man for one year and serve on the
clel'k In law office-G-16
.
committee the number o~ years for
Male--Class of 1931.
which he h~s been appom~. The Attended TheNCe~leygQet"kof the Clty of
men and their terms of servIce are as
,
.
foll ows : Abraham Olian, present
One year s legal ~x~rtence
chai,rman, is to ser ve for five yeaTS ; Passed the Bar Exanunahon-G-17

fications ascertained and certified
after a long coursc of study, both
general and professional, and a thorough examinatio n by a State Board
appointed for that purpose," the complaip.t states in part.
uThe defendant h erein," continues
the allegations, "in addition to conducting a title in surance business,

~:i~ ~hr!':hy::;:~' i~:u~e~~~:!~:

Male-Third Year Evening Student
Attended The College of the City of
, New. Yor~
Four years experIence m,all branches
of stock brokerage busmess- A-15
,-- .
Male-Third Year Evemng S~ude~t
Two years at New York U:mverslty
Seven ~e.ars'. legal expel'lence
Prefers posl:;on ~nt!orOUg\~f Queens
or an a n-A-Male-Second Year Evening Student
Two years at The College of the City
of New 'York
No legal experlence-A-17 ·

v. Hetman Schwarz"

~:~ann :k~~~Si~~~rf~:h~e~:;~e

At 1:45 p. m. in Room 403
"Helen

Henis

Kellman

v.

James

S~r,~' F Id f h
. 'ff
~U?reSche f;r ~e ~att~ t
"I t~S M a;te orf t~ ~e~ ~n

th:

Is;ael ~elf:r
;l'Ovee
I~~~ ~~
John Lewis"
Milton Jacobs for the Petitioner
Arthur Selverstone for the Contestant

:0

Corporations Illegally Practicing Law

Male--Class of 1931
Attended New York University
Seeking position in law office with
civil and criminal pl'actice-G-14
--The last regular meeting of the
Male-Class of 1932
City College Club was held at the Col- Attended The N~l~r~f the City of
lege Club room in the Law School on
February 3, 1933. At this meeting, a Passed t~; ~:;t ;::~~~:~:n-G-lf)
scholarship committee was selected
__

presIden,t; two y~arsj Bernard Royarin, one year:
~~ ~~r~~:t,v:~!::1:_~~~:;:er~i1- This ~ommittee is to continue making
ge
seiectlOns of first-year , Brooklyn Law
Men , who are former City College
ALPHA GAMMA
Men, and to present two applicants
On January 15, 1933, Gamma chap- who are outstanding in excellence of
ter held an i~ itiation, and duly in- scholarship and character with scholducted Herbert H. Widder into the arships to facilitate thei r study of
fraternity.
the Law.
On J anuary 28, 1933, the fraternity
At the ahove mentioned meeting,
held its annual mid-winter infonnal P rofessor Murphy gave an interesting
dance at the Yorkville Temple in New address on the Martin Act, more comYork. Entertainment was supplied monly known as the Blue Sky Law,
Plans are being completed for the
removal of the fraternit y to larger by the graduate fraters. The orches- and his text was taken not from the
trn was composed of local talent-- text-book angle, but from the pracquarters . The chapter which is composed of Long Island University stu- all bemg members of the fraternIty. tiC~I, :i:e::r ~~y,~:~Ctip~~~~:~ . :~~~~
dents as a nucleus, is now endeavoring
A Grand Council Meeting was held will take place some time in March, at
to consolidate all fonner students of at the Eta House in Philadelphia, on which affair prominent alumni of
L. I. U . for the purpose of holding Sunday, F ebruary 5, 1933, urider the City College will be present. Memmoot trials.
auspices of the fraters of Temple bers of the dub, fonner City College
R eximus J oseph Newman has ap- University. The Saturday evenin!? men, and their friends are invited to
pointed a committee composed of Past preceding witnessed an informal so. attend this event,
Reximus Morris M, Her tz, Past Rexi- cial give in honor of the New York
David Richardson, son of Dean
tnus Sol Diamond, Julius Berzinsky, representatives, tendered by the Eta Richardson addressed the members,
and Morris Cohen, to invite Professor fraters, and the Temple-U girJs.
praising them for their active interest
Paynter, of the P sychological Depart.
A Smoker was held Friday, Feb- in its activities, and a lso pledged fullrnent of L. I. U., to lecture on Crim- ruary 10, 1933. Professor Murphy hearled cooperation from the school
inal Psychology.
was the guest of the evening.
for all of their endeavors.

of Iota chapter in securing positions
in the legal field. Abraham Olian,
ehainnan, is assisted by Milton Siegel
Lester Rothstein and Sam Borenkind
Preparations are being completed
for the Annual Spring Hop, which
will take place sometime in March.
The committee in charge is composed
of: Henry Diener, Chainnan, Irving
Kesselman and Morris Udoff.
-KAPPA PHI SIGMA

1::7e!~:~ience

No
Certified Public Accountant

be posted fassed the Ba_l"_E_x_amination-G-ll

In the course of his lecture Dr. York.

-PHI KAPPA DELTA
A Cultural Smoker, the first of a
series introduced by N. Kenneth
Gross, Reximus of Phi Kappa Delta
and Chairman of the Educational
Committee, will be held in the Men's
Lounge in Richardson Hall on Friday evening, February 24, 1933, at

T~~ !~t l~i~~ JO::~d p~!s~~~~

~:: :;"::;nU,"'"~~::!o;t ~hi:n:~~: Th!!~~~~:' ~~~::::i~~g:i ~:;;r~:nce ~:~n;!in,~e~;~:~~~:~~ v;'a~·~~ 1E;'~~ aU:':n R:mM~~~' Avenue

Legal Psychology ~~mreeSfer~~!U~ ;ho:i~:~l:.iI1

Hotel, in New York, which is being
run in connection with Iota Alpha Pi
Sorority. Th e committee is under
the co-chainnanship of Miss Ida Barkin and Henry A. Robinson.
At the last )regu\ ar monthly Sem·
inar Smoker, held on Friday, February 10, 1933, Professor Frankham
-was the guest speaker. This forum

a.

Two stenographers, who are students in a secretarial and reporting
course, officiated as court s tenogra~
p hers at the afternoon session, The
stenographers desk was located next
to the witness stand. They made
stenographic notes and were quick to
read back any question or answer

sec~::r!~c:xperience.in de~::~::'t case in the afternoon ses- AtM1U;::YP~:~~:0;::: ~~~ense

was held in the home of Miss Jean- WOlnlSer addressed the student body
Admitted to the Bar-G-10
nette Harris, at which meeting Miss on "Law and Big Business." Several
-The graduate members of Rose Goodson presided.
distingu ished practitioners have conMale-Class of 1930
.
to t
to
sented to deliver talks on various sub- Attended The College of the City of

!n~ ~:te~n~!~g::~uatea~e:sa~:O:o ::t
£0:

meeting of the sorority

The Practice Court of the Brooklyn
Law School, under the direction of
Prof. Edwin W. Cady, resumed its
sessions for this year on Saturday,
February 11. The Justices at the first
sessions were Edward J. Connolly,
counsel for the Chase National Bank,
and Arthur J oseph graduate of Brooklyn Law School in 1915.
First Session H eld

~~~:; l~~~~~:r~ ~~~~:~:IOfq~

documents, engaging attorneys, at a
weekly, monthly or yearly salar y, to
prepa re legal documents, to defend
and prosecute su its for and against
the said defendant.
"An attorney owes undivided loyalty to his client, unhampered by the
destructivil; influence of obligations to
~eco::~~~~n~rm~7:ta~~~~r employer,"
Charges are made in the list of allegations that the defendant company
through its agen ts, solicits appUcatthions for titles, pays a commission
erefor to persons who are not entitled to receive the same and that th
defendants in the actions send ou
field men or agents to solicit appli
cations for titles and holds itself ou

;::e~o:~:r:;e~onl~;acts~:;:~:, :,~r;

also carries on the business of selling are not part of its business nor incidental thereto.
money secured by liens against real
Companies Practice Law
property. Upon infonnation and beThe complaint further charges tha
lief that for a consideration exacted all fees connected or arising from th
by it, the payment of the money evi- drawing of legal papers are collecte
denced and secured by the bonds, and :retained by 'the defendant com
mortgages and certificates of mort- panics and the defendant is guilty 0
gages above refe rred to, is guaran- practicing law without license of th
teed to the holders thereof, by this ~:::eSmo'ffic,:o,usrotfnth0d.t tchoeu"',tf"ore canno
defendant, who under the pretext of
"secur ing extensions of the payment
The practice of the plaintiff ha
thereof, prepares all legal documents greatly suffered becau se of the alleg
to effectuate this purpOSe; charges eel illegal practice by the defendan
exorbitant and illegal fees, and re- corporations, it is stated and an equi
tains same without knowledge and table remedy is asked to enjoin th

::r~~a;~~tgeav~~:n:~ndg c~:~:~s ~!

Male-Second Year Evening Student :::::. of the owners and holders
Two years at The College of the City
of New York
Corporations Are Execul'Ors
Several months' legal experience
"Upon infonnation and belief this
Knowledge of typing-A-18
defendant a lso acts as executor, guar-dian and trustee and for that purpose
Male-Second Year Evening Student prepares trust agreements and all
No legal experience-A-19
legal papers incidental thereto, all in
-violation of law and the sanctity of
Male-First Year Evening Student this court.
Two years at The College of the City
The complaint alJeges that the deof New York
fendant does actively engage in the
No legal experience-A-20
practice of law by preparing Jegal

~:f:7~:~~n f:r~a~r:~r;.:~~fesa: ~
practice of the legal profession, t
prohibit the defendants f rom hiring
licensed attorneys at a weekly or an
other salary basis and to restrain th
drawing of legal documents of an
kind, It is requested also that th
defendants be adjudged in contemp
of court and be punished accordingly
The Lawyers Title Guarantee Com
paDy is named on the face of th
complaint and the other six compani
are joined as party defendants.

.J
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ders" and
(Continued from page 1)
harpies" or the lowest strata of hu- Person" or
"officers of the court" while acting as
receivers and trustees and actually
stole property. You must keep in
m ind that while the conduct of these
"officers of the court" duly appointed
by the judges, was indeed outrageous,
nevertheless the number of lawyers
and business men who were involved
in these thefts was exceedingly small,
compared with the great number of
honest men who had conscientiously
and faithfully discharged their duties
as "officers of the court" during the
past 100 . years of bank~ptcy, laws.
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manity w ill be sUDstituted for the big
bank to manage. th,e pers?nal affairs
of men who - fall In busmess. The
lawyers on the other hand, say that
they are not alll<Ghouls and ~arpies" i
they are not as a group dlshone~t;
that the proof shows the corporation
does ~ot work cheaper or better th~n
a busmess man ,or a lawy~r. If d~.
honesty were discovered In 1929, It
:,as only among these selected by the
Judges thems.elves,' because we mu~t
never for~t III tlus argument, that It

!~q~:c~~~ ::r:~l: ~cl;!~~, r~:~ ~:

;.:~ t!:r~Ud::;:O otorS:bb~~e ~~:

"Execution against the
the various other processes, renders himself personally liable for any improper or unlawful arrest that may be made by any of his
deputies. The Sheriff pointed out
that thus he maintains the ambiguous
position of being the only county ofll..
cial who is burdened with such per.
sonal liebility. In addition to this"
he assumes personal liability in eon.
nection with the numerous other sec.
tiona of the Civil Practice Act which
he is call ed upon to construe not in a
judicial capacity, but as an executive
office~.
,
It IS thiS element of personal lia·

bankrupts, and which resu lted fn the
the newspapers told the story, every scandal that followed.
lawye r and every business man who
had a single thing to do with the
Organized Lawyers Protest
many thousands of other "''' ih
More thsn fifteen thousand ergsbankruptcy was branded a crook nized lawyers in New York, New Jer· ,
ei ther directly or by innuendo.
sey and Connecticut have openly re-

I

Jud es Adopt New Rule }
t' paint
S o terrigble ':"88 th• e S 't
l ua IOn
.
ed, that the eight Judges whose duty
it was then and is now to appoint only
honest men to this public office, unanimously adopted a rule for the people's
court to no longer entrust the intimate
affairs of men to men, but to appoint
one certain banking corporation to
act as the sole "officer of the court."
This corporation was also licensed and
encouraged to solicit the business of
acting as the only "trustee officer of
the people's court." So that today,
this single banking corporation by act
of o~r United States judges has ~n
appamted nearly nve thousand tImes
as "officer of the people's court" in
nllarly five thousand bankruptcy cases.
What are the duties of a Receiver
when he acts as a n "officer of the
Court"? He is, in every other United
States District Court, that is in 71
out of 72 courts, all over the country,
the human being to whom the bank·
rupt and the creditor may appeal for
justice in the administration of the
affairs of the man who has failed in
business It is plain and clear to
every m~n of common sense that this
relationship is quite personal and in.
timate. In most United States courts,
when a man engaged in a particular
kind of business becomes bankrupt,
the custom is to appoint a business
man who understands the intricacies
of the business that has failed, together with a lawyer, and these two
working in harmony and under proper
bond make for the highest state of
human endeavor, and they obtain the
best possible results for the bankrupt
and the creditors.
Bank Given Monopoly

~ut

when th~ judges agr~ed ~. appomt the bankmg corI?Dration In all
cases, the bank found Itself, not only
running a bank, its own business, but
attempting to run and operate for the
people's court every known kind of a
business, It has, in fact, a monopoly
on the management and operation of
every business that fail s in the Bor·
ough of Manhattan, It claims to run
business as great as world-wide monopolies to the smallest ladies cloak
and suit store that fails in business,
To it fall s the business management
of hotels, nation·wide five and ten
cent stores, corset, factories, butcher
shops, shoe factones, etc., etc" hundrcds of millions of dollars of creditors' money, a million creditors, a mil·
lion customers. Every single day, this
bank claims to operate more efficiently, and the judges claim more intelJi·
gently and honestly than 5,000 indio
vidual business men or lawyers could.
From the day when the judges adopted this manifestly unwise rule to
remove the "face of man" from the

~:i~:n~t:ate~.o:~: O;n:h:~!~~,'?':

i!~aj~t~esla:e~~e a:~eb::~e~er:!~

The Sh eriff's office has also a judi·
cial capacity since he, with the aid
of the jury, assesses damages in ac.
tions where there has been a default
in pleading or answer and judgment
cannot be taken as a matter of course
by the clerk of the court.

WalVer
.
f C f
.
0
on rontahon

I

(Continued /-rom Page 5)
Introduction (u'ltdisputed)
No contract
Not professional services

Argument and equitie8:

,Is it possible ~at ' the people's
Judges in our Umted States cou:rts
have forgotten that the most impor.
tant thing on God's earth and the
glory of this country is the transcend.
ant dignity of man? Will you of my
radio audience argue that this "corporation officer of your court" with
its 5,000 cases mll st be continued be.
cause it works cheaper and that that
is a good reason for p~rmitting it to
hold office, My brothers who have
checked the work and figures of this
bank, say it is far from true that it
works cheaper, but for the sake of ar.
gument, I will assume that t his is so,
and I state further that if this ques.
tion is to be finally decided by our
United States C(mgressmen and Senators on corporation cheapness as
against the necessity for the restora.
tion of the "face of man" in the
courts, then our case in the public in.
terest was lost before it began,
But where are your Constitution
and Laws that say a man's moral
character in a courtroom must com.
: : ';~~s a ~o~rf~:~? inWehvC:;

:~

Legal Pro£esaion

Stigmatiz~d

I f.eel bou~d to sa~ that this act of
our Judges In brandmg their former
brother lawyers as ~ey have in the
publi~ eye, ~eir aC,t III g lorifying and
exa!~lng thIS banking c?rporati?,n ~s
an, offic~r of the ~ple s court, thiS
t~Ing WIthout.a smg1e human God·
gIven sense, WIthout ey~s to look at
you, ears to ~:a~ you, mmd to reason,
(C&ntinlUd 07l Page 8)
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~~~lt~a~7e~~e~~'i ~l~t~~::n;:~e ~~!: i~e:,en~:~t

hadj kill~v~ne, George
introduced withoui presence of witnesses, The ~:::n~n at:::::':ei ~
I f
th d f
I
th t h
.
Y
counse or e e en~e upon appea was a t e d e fendant had a r ight to
be co~fronted with wltnes,ses te~tifying, a~inst ~im. and that he only and
not hiS attorney co~ld walve ,thH:I constitutlOnal, rIg~t, and tha~ ~cause the
defendant was a mmor and meapable of entermg mto any bmdmg agreement, :he~e could be no pres~pti?n of h~ 8 co~sen ting to, the ~tipulation,
The CIrCUIt Court of Appeal s dismlss~ th~s ~mt sunun~nly, With a short
statement that the defenda.nt can waive his nght and CIted m support of
its c;on tention So.llinge.r 1.'. United Statu.tI) .
,S umn;ary of Entire ~c1e Given
,
,The law cnun,clated m the above declslons upon the questIon at bar
mIght be su~anzed thus:
, ,
(1) T~~ SIxth, Amendment to the Constitution does not l ~y down the
rIgid reqU\remen~ that the defendant must under ~ll cll'cumstances
be confronted WIth all and, every part of the testmlOny sought to
be adduced by the prosecujion.
(2) That the defendant be present in Court when his trial is commenced
and he has been confronted with some witnesses.
(3) That th~ defendan,t has ,the absolute right to be confronted with all
the testimony agamst hun,
(4) That he may vol~ntarily make an actual waiver of his r ight to con4
fr~mtation of ~tnesses to such an extent as he may desire once
tnal has been 10 progress,
(5) That the Court will presume a waiver when the trial has been in
!>rogress when the defendant absconds, escapes or voluntarily makes

~::::ble for the

11

149

#;. aJf4, UC~:j:e~~aa~8 v~' ~it~~%~ifi ~~d.s?6l4l1l9 Rc~c~ei4~~

~:::t~:a~nt1~i:J=PJ;rr::eE~~~o?'~tW, tti , ~:i!;i5le,

less, unless we go on to

and in several ways. The dernonstrable superiority of indirect over direct
proof is a faotor that strongly aids
the defendant's summation.
Finally, the character of the work
that counsel has done will heJp him
out immensely in his speeches, even in
defense of a stricken cause, Inspiration fails, fatigue overcomes, but the
argument carefull y worked out in the
U4point sheet is still available. As
John Adams wrote to John Quincy
Adams, his son and a neophyte counselor at law, "It matters not whether
you win or lose, if only )'ou speak
well,"

New Amendment
Effective Oct. 15
_

_

_

(Continued from Page 1)

Following is the complete text of
the amendment :
ARTICLE "Section 1-The terms of the President and Vice-President shall end at
noon on the 20th day of January, and
the tenns of Senators and RepreSenta~
tives at noon an the 3d day of lanu·
ary, of the years in which such terms
would have ended if this article h ad
not been ratified; and the terms of
their successors shall then begin.
"Sec, 2-The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and
such meeting s hall begin at noon on
the 8d day of January, unless they

:;~~o~~:mc:~~o~ :~o!e: ;~a:~

pr~ve that may choose a Vice-President whenever

:n;~~ n~:e~av;h~;d:~=1:!:~ ~;~~!~~ choice shall have devolved

133 Ill. App. 195; may hav~ dropped some word, or even
u 178 U. S. 468.
'
'
used 60me ges ture, that can be seized
1t 33 Fed. (2d) 896, certiorari denied, 280 U. S. C. 593,
upon in the summation to show to the
20 272 U. 'S. ,~2, a~d ,Diaz 11 . Uni~ States BUPTa,
For cases inv~lvin~ jUry that the witness was one of
~~i:r2C8rolJ.Sl:'°691~wfti=~·1!~7!k~d fft~t~3'6i ~et~,
9~~e csr:~~a~ those persons who pride themselves
Polson, 29 Iowa 133; The State v. Lewis, 31 Wash. 76 at 88; People 'V, on their ability to inflict pain on
Guidici, 100 N, y, 503,
others--Mrs. Bouncer who embitters
, [M!,. Cowin, l.!'graduate of New Y 01'k University and qolu,mbiaLaw School, the life of her servants, or Mr. P a le~a::"S;lt;i:.e. ~~l;efeg~;~~:~~~ ~d;::l ~:d~eG.r.c::::c:/~~~::-!: cat, who infuriates his clerks by talk·
Editors note.]
ing at them before stnngers, These

<::1:

proof on one element, and parade this
fact before the jury several times,

adverse facts warily, wrestle ~th sh~ll by law appoint ,8 different day.
them, name the witnesses as he gtves
• ~: 3--11, at the time fixed for th.e
their testimony state to the jury their begInnIng of the term of the PresI. '
dent, the President-elect shall have
prec~se wor?s, ,so as ~ prompt the died, the Vice-President-elect shall belaggtng memOrIes of Jurymen, and, come President. If a President shall
finally, produce a carefully prepared not have been chasen before the time
argument demonstrating that what fixed for the beginning of his teno, or
looked so hostile, is, when properly if the President-elect shall have failed
'd ed
h 11 ' h' f I t ' to quaJify, then the Vice-PresidentconSI er ,w.o Y 10 IS avor.
I.S elect shall act as President until a
generally a mlstake to state the testi· President ,shall have qualified: and the
mony in a too simplified fonn. Th~ Congress may by law provide for the
prisoner in the dock may have com- case wherein neither a President-elect
mitted the murder we are investigat- nor ,a Vice.Pre~ident-elect shall have
in. The theor of his lilt will ac. quahfi~, declaring who shall ,then ~ct
g
y
~
as PrtSld~nt, or the manner In WhICh
count for all the facts ill the case. one who lS to act s hall be selected,
Therefore, let him be convicted and and such person s hall act aetordingly
electrocuted-thus the unthinking and un til a President or Vice-President
careless juryman. But this theory shall have qualified.
'n t
.
rt Th
gum t
"Sec, 4-The Congress may by law
v.~ no pass In cou.
e ar
~n provide for the case of the death of
Will be destroyed by the s~ation any of the persons from whom the
and the charge. Men are sceptlcs at House of Representatives may choose
general sessions, and guilt has to be a President whenever the right of
established. Proof that the prisoner choice shall have devolved upon them,

prosecution to confront him with the individual may have cormnitted the crime is u se-

~. A. 8, 201 Fed, 20.

witnesses, hostile by nature to you,
must be led to bring out their proclivi~
ties in the cross examination, and then
be destroyed as witnesses in the sum~
mation. It most generally is a close
question whether false testimony
needs to be controverted by the defendant. No one is ever required in a
court of justice to open his lips in his
defense unless a complete case is es~
tablished against him-such a case
as must, if unanswered, lead to an
unfavorable charge and a hostile verdict. It is a fallacy to asswne in sum ~
ming up that if a fairly complete
case has been made out against the
defendant, the fact is thereby established that he is in the wrong. P ick

Unreasonable charge
Money retained by defendant
NOT EVER given to plaintiff
Revolutionary war
Describe Valley Forge privations
Plaintiff's husband
Soldier leaving home or army
Conclusion:
Skin defendant
Close
Clear I ssu e Created
Lincoln won. Note that in his argu·
ment, he did not "lead up", but start00 with the last and most important
feature of the case, to wit "An unrea5(mable charge." So, he created a out the one fact that shatters the

::~te:nt:ei~~ns~tl~ af:i~s;t!h:~r :~~~
,,(Continued from Page J,.).
,
clear issue. The second, "Money reh y
gn Y
k' P
the defendant IS not entItled to be confronted wlth. the wItnesses against
t e newsp~pers s,tate ' mdly remem· him in open Court. In AIm'chants StOt:k & Grain C(nn an et al 11. B
d wined not ever given to plaintiff",
ber that mnety-mne percent of these of Trade of tI COt f C} ,
16' f
t'
,
P -y, t
fil oaT might be the more intrigumg frOIn the
men and women who are among your "
,
,~e t 1/ Q
ttcago,
an In onn~ Ion m contemp was ed in
neighbors and friends are not fighting CIV~ gwt agamst the Merchants S~k & G:alD Company and others. The attorney's viewpoint, but:to a layman,
to abolish the use of this corporation ~~!II~~:~twhas :k:~ ~~::e a Spec'~I, Exam~er, ;rho reporte,d, to the ?ourt. the c1aim that the charge was 4'um:ea·
monopoly because of a selfish desire
d d' d :ath d ef d l' u~n IS re~, an some addltional eVIdence sonable", however customary it may
to be appointed as "receiver or trus. an a JU ge
e e en a~t guIlty of crumnal contempt. T~e defendants have been to make such charge, was
tee." This is a contemptible charge. conte~d that they were entItled to c~nf~nt and examine the wltnesses under the prime consideration in the case.
] do not speak tonight f o r a single the Slx,th Am~ndment to t~e ,ConStitutJOn" The C~urt stated that Amend·
person other than myself. I have no mcnt ,SIX apphed onl~ to crtmmal prosec~h?ns agamst the person who is to Lincoln thus secured a clear cut iss ue,
personal ax to grind, nor do I intend be trl~, by a,~~t~luixt~nd that a cru~lInal contempt is not a criminal a,nndd ObaS'~uidre,_tdy, bvy·guPlea~e"nSSg' "tdfiUramtS,inaenSdS
by what I say to be di srespectful to prosccu Ion WI In e 1 . Amendment. 1
.....
the eight United States judges, for.
Furth~r Exam,ples and Exceptions to Ame ndment Given
immediately as soon as he reac h ed
merly brother lawyers of mine, No
Of course If the wItness w~o is to testify agains t the accused is absent, his "Argument." The war references
hars h word against them shall come not through the fault or ~nmva~ce of the accused, but through the ne~li- constituted the e uities. Should govfrom me personally because by mis4 gence of the Government, his testimony cannot be read, In Motes v. U-rnted
q
taken judgment of the judges as to the S~ate8/8 Taylor and five oth er defendants were charged in an indictment ernment agent."J make a charge for saextent of their power over the people's WIth. a conspirac~ to intimidate a citizen of ,the United States because he curing or paying a pension? Doubt·
courts, they have created and sanc· had mfo~~ agal~st the de~endants for ~arrylng o n the business of distillers less Lincoln avoided all "sob" stuff.
tioned this practice which has brought and ~avlDg 10 their posseSSIOn an unregistered still. In pursuance of that The excitation invoked by the effort
abo ut this public discussion. Neither COnSpll'8cy, the defendants had k illed the citizen. The inwcbnent was based to follow the argument, and to dedo I bear ill will toward banking cor· upon S ectIOns 6608 and 6509 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.
porations if they will confine their One o~ t.he defendants, Taylor, during a hearing before the United States tennine where justice lies, is all that
activities to banking and nothing else. CommiSSIoner, made a confession in the presence of the other defendants. is needed to r etain the interest of the
But it would be a perve:sio!" of natu- All, the defendants were C~~i,tted to jail without bail to await the trial. unintelligent 01' listless juror, and
ral human ~ought, of JustIce and of ~~Ile the defen,dants were In Jall th: def~dant, Taylor, was t:aken from the often constitutes the sole emotional
huma~ c,onsclence, n?t to condemn up- J~tl and, left ~th a, Government WItness m order that he might spen? the factor in a law suit. The difficulty,
on prmclple that whICh has by l'Ule of mght WIth hls Carmly at a hoteL The defendant, Taylor, fled the Juris· h' h i '
'II
the people's j udges removed the "face d~c:ion. and it was sh0":l that the United States Government had made ~ lC ,on y e~penence WI overcome,
of man" from the people's courts, and dihgent search to find him. Evidence was offered that the United States hes With the Juror who mentally preput in his place a banking corporation, Marshals were on the lookout for Taylor ever since his absence. They had pares a counter argument to those you
an artificial money changer, a thing photographs of him taken and sent them to variou s places, The testimony present, One way to avoid this oppowhose only business is to get money, o~ Taylor at the preliminary trial was read into evidence over the objec· sition is to keep this juror busied in
with j udge-given powers so great and tions of the defendants, The Court stated that whereas in this case the following your argument.
so t errific that the combined brains defendant was taken from the jail in violation of law and placed. in c harge
of a ll of the people's eight judges do of one not an officer, but a witness for the Government, his testimony could
Errors Often Fatal
not a nd cannot claim to possess them. n,ot be read, and the case did nat fall within any of the recognized excepIt is obviou s that the counsel who
For by .iudge-~ade rule, this ,great tlons to Amendment Six of the Constitution.
states as proved a fact that is not
corporatIon claIms human at~nbu~s
Defendant May Wa~ve Right to Be Confronted by Witnesses
proved has ruined his chances with
greater than that of the combmed 104
The defendant may waIve his right to be eonfronted by witnesses even,
'
tellig~nce and sympathetic under- in cases involving th~ death penalty., Fakunaga. v. The Territ&t1/ of Hawaii.1t the Jury. , Too often It happens that
standmg of 6,000 of our fellow mor· The defendant, a mmor, was conVIcted of murder in the first degree and counsel ffilstakes the approach to the
tals.
sentenced to be hanged , H e appealed to the Federal Court and urged as a unwelcome facts, and begins a.t the
Bank. Does Not Work C h e aply
F:<leral question the alleged deprivation of the rights guar~teed under the wrong place. He should approach the

sharp debate has taken place between most abject despotisms?

who are not employees of this bank,
on the other side. The judges repeatedly say in public through their
spokesmen, that they have pennitted
this corpor~~on to act. a s an. "officer
of the court under their specIal rule.
because it acts more efficiently and
better than a human being. If this
corporation is forbidden .!>Y Congress
to act. the judges any Ghouls and

Open~!~~!~!!!!"ation

II.!;;==========;:;;:;===========;;;!.I

his functions that makes the Sheriff's
office differ to such a great extent I"
from that of other officials. For instance, in connection with the County
jail in which are kept hundreds 'of
persons each year, he must assume
liability for everyone of them, and
is. personally liable for anyone who
might escape.

"Sec.5--Sections 1 and 2 shall take
effect on the 15th day of October f01lowing the ratification of this article.
"Sec, 6-This artielc shall be inoperative unless it shall have been
ratified as an amendment to the Con·
stitution by the Legislatures of threefourths of the several states within
seven years from the date of its submission."
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The New Yorker Reports A Case
Gross Advises
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Government agents seized two cases
of smoked tullibee and brought about
.
unusual doings in the Federal Court
(Cont1.tlued from Page 1)
last week. The tullibee is a kind of
bonds might be among the number white fish suspected of carrying a
called for redemption was part of the parasite deleterious to the health and
contract for which he paid. The fail- of being therefore. inadmissible to the
ure of the defendant to call the bonds country. :two actIOns ~ere ~fore the
of contract for which court, entItled, respe~tlvely,
S. v.
was a ,brea ch
"
,288 Boxes of Tulhbee (SIgurdson
the plamtiff may mamtam a~ aetl0n. Fisheries, Claimant) II and "U. S. v.

y.

CrIm.. _,turder-EvIdenc.:"'Oo n-

fe8810n
Peo. ". AleI, 260 N. Y. 423. lao. 10,
1938.
Defendant upon trial for murder in
,
.
the first degree, sought to. Impeach
the confession n:ade by hlm.self as
having been obtamed by coercIon and
physical violence. In a preliminary
"
d
.
th
l'dit
exanunation to etenrune e va I y
of the confession, evidence, tending to
prove that at his first appearance before a judicial officer he complained
to the magistrate of the beatings he
had received at the hands of the
police, was excluded.
This was reversible error. Evidence
that the defendant made a timely
complaint of the injury inflicted upon
him is properly admissible in a hear·
ing to detennine the validity of the
confession. The court poin~ out that
the same rule which obtains in prosecution for rape, namely, the admissibility of the timely complaint or
declaration of the prosecutrix. is ap-plicable here.
The refusal to admit the evidence
deprived the defendant of a fair trial
since the whole case of the prosecu.
tion was predicated on the confession,
Under the Code of Criminal Procedure sec. 895, a confession obtained
by violence or coercion cannot be received in evidence.
Crimes--Sentence--Second ()ft'ense
Peo. v. Deeth, N. Y. L. I. Feb. 11,

,933.
The defendant had pleaded guilty
to the indictment charging him with
the crime of possessing burglar's instrumeflts. He had previously been
convicted of a crime. From a sentence of three years, the people appeal pursuaht to sec. 518 Code Crim.
Pro.
Section 1935 of the Penal Law provides that where a conviction shall be
obtained for a felony for which no
other punishment is pnscribed, the
punishment shall be imprisonment for
not more than seven yean or a fine
of one thousand doUars, or both.
Section 1941 of the Penal Law provides that a person who, having been
convicted of a felony, commits another felony shall be punishable fOI
a tenn, not less than the longest tenn
applicable to the second felony, Mr
more than twice the longest term prescribed upon a first conviction. In
the present case, that should be

not Ie.. than seven years, nor more
than fourteen years.
The Appellate Division affirmed the
sentence on the ground that the later
crime was not a felony in itself but
a misdemeanor, It became a felony
because of the prior conviction. Such
a felony was not within the contemplation of the statute, sec. 1941 Penal
Law. At time of sentence, the C(lurt
felt justified in regarding it as a
misdemeanor.
The Court of Appeals reversed the
lower courts, holding that the Court
had no alternative where the statute,
in language 80 unmistakably imperative, has defined a second offender, but must enforce its mandate.
The legislature has clearly enacted
that the prior criminal l'e(oro of a
defendant, convicted of a felony, shall
be one of the controlling factors to
fix the extent of the punishment.

American Bar
Begins Weekly
OpAir Programs
that lawyers working for title comLetter to the Editor
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Discretion In
C
otherwise would
unemployed.
hoice of Case

tary): "Make a note that witness did

not eat whole fish."
At this, the witness recovered the
fish and proceeded to devour it all,
except the bones and tail, whieh he
returned to counsel.
The Court: "Make a n()te that witness seem~ unwilling to eat tail."
~~. Wemb~att, who had sat down,
smiling happily and confidently, leaped to his feet and gave the remains
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ponents of title companies may argue

Young Lawyer's Success Depende Upon Careful Selec·
lion of Cases
___

panies are notoriously badly paid and
that the dignity and income of the
profession ig thereby lowered. To this
the title companies may rejoin to the
effect that they seldom have difficulty

Lawyer', Relation to Legal Reform and Court, I,
Emphasized

188 Boxes of TUIIi,bee (Sigurdson back to his witness, who proceeded to DISCUSSES LEGAL · DELAYS in obtaining ail the lawye" they need, NOTED JURISTS TO SPEAK
FisherIes, Claunant)', Judge CoI~ eat the tail. Mr. Weinblatt then went
-and that such salaries compare favo'I'man presided. Assistant District At- into a long oration in which he said lndliciency, Waste Held Concomit.
Pound Rogel'8, Seabury Clark,
torney de Koven represented the that the tullibee, even fresh, ' was
U . S, Mr. J. J. Weinblatt represent- hannless. The Court interrupted to
ed ~e tullibee (Sigurdson, Fisheries, ask if the witness would consider eatClaunant). The two actions wert ing a raw fish. Counsel submitted,
tried together. There was wide in- with feeling, that his witness never
terest in th.e proceedings because ~te r~,,: ,fish, that it was unheard of
when the tulhbee were seized, the en· m a ClVllized country, that only canni.
tire fish-importing industry arose as 0018 ate raw Ash.
one man, or as five thousand men and
The Court· "Make a note that the
protested vociferously.
'witness see~s unwilling to eat raw
The trial proceeded conventionally fls h."
until the Court interrupted one (If the
Counse1looked baffled. The witness
witnesses to ask him a question. The looked anguished. The spectators all
witness was, at the moment, in the looked hopeful. After a few seconds
midst of an impassioned speech on of desperate consideration, counsel
the hannlessness of the tullibee. picked up a raw flsh from among the
What the Court asked was this: exhibits and flnnly handed it to the
"W~~ld you ea~ one Of. ~em your· witness. The ,,:itnes~ squared ~is
se~f.
The w.ltness dum t ans,":,er shoulders. At thiS pomt, compassIOn
thiS orally, but mstead made a motion descended upon the bench, "Make a
to Mr. Weinblatt, who hurriedly pass- note," said the Court, "that the wit.ed up a tullibee weighing two pounds. ness is willing to eat the fish, even
Th e wibtess seized this and ate sev- when raw."
eral hearty mouthfuls, handing the
The witness was allowed to deseend
fish back to counsel..
fr~m the stand, filled with fish and
The Court (to recordmg secre- pride. The Court reserved decision,

heart, ~oul (lr conscl~nce, IS the most
Opp~bIOUS.' the most msulting and unmfmted sbgma that was ever cast (lr
attempted to be cast upon the business
men and lawyers of this great community in the history of our countr,..
When and under what circumstances
have we deserved this? In no other
part of the United. States, in not a
single one of the 71 districts, can
there be found a judge or a group of
judges who would even think of beJieving that a corporation has a place
in our nation's temples of justice.
Pas8ing Judgment Noble
There is no field of human endeavor
that is quite so noble as that which
penuits in the interest of public liber·
ty, one man to pass upon the judg-.
ment and c~nduct of a,nother man.
How long Wlll you pennlt a corporation to have this right to pass judg·
ment?
Nothing in all the four corners of
human society gives man greater op·
portunity for cementing the ties be·
~~,n ~an and man in our modern
clv)hzatlon t han when he acts as a
judge of his fellow mortals. How
soon can ~e stop this corporation
from B? actmg?
The Immortality of our great Arnerican judges is due to their individual
courage
unswervi ng
in their
fellow clbzens, not corporatIOns, The
genius of the Am~rican Revolution
coursed ,throu.gh their veins; the pow·

to tolerate thIS 'corporation officer"
than you had to tolerate a.cor~ration
~ke the place of th.~ elg~t Judges,
which rr:,ay be called JustIce Incor·
porated.
"Justice Incorporated"
Suppose, that we discharge these
(onner brother lawyers or ours and
replace them on the bench with a corporation, "Justice Incorporated ," and
as this bank uses one of its floor walkers or one of its thousand petty clerks
to talk to a broken-hearted creditor or
bankrupt, who stands as in a bread
line waiting for a bowl of soup, then
"Justice Incorporated" may by the aid
of one of a multitude of clerks and a
phonograph, sentence men and women
to jail. If you of my radio audience
are not suffering from corporationitis" you will dread such a condition as
~uch as we. do.. I c~ntend that there
IS no more JustificatIOn for the use of
banking corporations as "an officer of
the people's court" than there is for
"Justice Incorporated." The argument
~lways is-UBut 'Justice Incorporated'
IS cheaper."
To save. money, to do it cheaply, to
dole out Justice by mass production
th.rough "Justice lncorporated," you
~In forever destroy the noblest facul·
ties of the soul, the cardinal virtues
of the heart, and take the soul out of
the administration of Justice. We will
put
feet
most marvel.
ous sCience m all Society, the science
of the law which di~tinguishes, as
Blackstone say~, the criterion of right

verse deCISIOn, and thereby lose a fee
a client, Neither of these
events is h elpful to the aspiring young
lawyer, said lb. Gl'OU.
To prevent thi8 unfortunate tum
(which will do so much to in'
lawyer's reputation as a practi~::r)
the case is marked on and off the
calendar for years, until it becomes
absolutely hopeless thru loss of infor.
mation and the disappearance of witnesses. The way to build a practice
that has a high percentage of
won he insists is to be everlast~~;~;
on ~ard aga{nst acce ti
tte
that seem to be doubtfU~ ~: e:t~m:
ly difficult to prosecute'
.
Crowded Courtfl Str.esaed
T~e men who have been In the professlOn ~or ~ number of years do not
have. thIS dIfficulty. The! have had
th,e time to develope a chen~le that
WI.II ~eep them reasonably active, But
thiS IS not so true of t,he younger
members of the. profeSSIOn: These
tyros are so anXIous to begIn applying the knowledge they have acquired
~hru several years. of stre~uous la~r
m school and dUring t~elr clerk~hlP
tha,t they make the mistake agamst
whl~ M,~' Gross warned them when
he saId, Do not take every case that
comes along.
He mentioned one
lawyer who wi,~s "m~re than one hun~
dred per cent of. hiS cases, holding
that s~~h success IS, d.ue to a constant
and vlgtlant supel'Vlslon.
Another matter upon which Mr.
Gross dwelt ~~ some length was the
crowd~ conditions of the local courts.
He pomted out that the layman often
complains of the fact that he is caned
court several times "?thout having
hiS case come up for t.rlal. To spend
:utile t.ime coolin~ one'~ hecls in cou rt
IS conSidered an mefficlent waste, and

The sCience of Jurisprudence admmlS'
tered. by m~n and f?r man (not corporations) IS the pride of the human
intellect; even with ,all. of humanity's
defects and errors, I~ I~ the collected
reason o,t the ~~s; It IS the greatest
of all s~lences, It ca~mot be a~d must
not be Incorporated In a bankIng cor-poration,
,
Judges Lose FaIth
, For the people's judges to lose their
faith in, all men as men, to minimize
the attnbutes and character of a class
of their fellow citizens from wh~ch
~cy lately ~ame, ~ let a corporatIOn
In even a smgle Insta,nce, ac~ as an
"officer of the court," IS I beheve, an
un~onstitutional exercise of .power
WhIch our Supreme Court Will not
tolerate upon i~ first opportunity to
pass upon the qUestion.
There is supposed to be something
beautiful and sentimental between
man and man in the administration
of justice, but if you are in favor of
the corporation officer instead of a fel.

dress the other. Names of men will
no longer adorn the laws of our land,
but "Robots" and names of Corpora~
tion Money Changers shall tnke their
places.
Lnnguage ,Significant
~hat I ha"'e said m~~·.se~m ~xtraordmary Janguage, but It IS Significant
language: It is too plain to be argued agam st.
I am appealing 'with confidence to
the. majori~ of my fellow citizens
agamst thi S palpable, deHberate
u~urpa~ion of man's . co~stitutional
nghts m the hope that It wtll be taken
out of o,ur roum by the voluntary act
of our Judges, If not, we must work
nnd fi&.ht in the public interest to sup-press It by appeal to Congress, the
supreme lawmaking power of our
country, which will, I am certain, destroy this "corporation offlcer of the
people's court." As a matter of principle, we owe it to the community
and to our fellow citizens to save
them from "Justice Incorporated."

asserted that the pubhc IS demandmg
some method that will make possible
the exact goaging of the day and
hour for triaJ.
Dc~ect Pointed Out
. The PreSident of the Bar Associabon went on to say that ~e .entire
problem of the law's delay IS tied up
in thi s glari~g ?efect. The entire
legal profeSSIon IS at work on the
situation, but to date there has not
been much ~rogress. Mr, Gross s uggested that If any student has a desire to have statues erected in his
honor he has but to solve this problem.
.
The counsel for the Chase National
Bank, Edward J. Con~ony, Esq., spoke
to the afternoon seSSlOn of the court.
He told the student lawyers and
litigants of the Practice Court that a
courteous manner i8 a prime essential
to the attorney. Such a manner is
the result of a continued effort to be
polite and gentlemanly under all circumstances and to all people.

======================== -and

·
low human being, then your high
B eer DeCrleS
temples. of justice will become mere
mechameal phonographs.
Bank Receivers three
You, my fri ends, during the past
years h~d n,o more j.ust ground
(Continued
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Strawn, Baker List~
On Program

ante of Over.Crowded
ably with those paid by other large
Couru
corporations.
Fred L G
' . It is . submi~ that even the most
. ross, Esq., .P~esld~t of IntranSlgent
title
company-baiter
the ~rook1yn Bar AssoelatiO~, In the would not want to see title companies
opening addr~ to the PractIce Co~rt abolished in their entiret. Undoubt.stressed ~e Importance and. nece8arty
. y,
of, s~ec~ng c~. ~e saId a dis- edly, real estate men, mcludmg both
cnmmating attitude wlll help the at- brokers and operators, feel the same
tomey build a successful practice, way: They perform a us~ful public
rather than one whose "batting-aver- servIce. Many a substantial real esage" is low.
tate man would ~robably ~ willing
Advice to Lawyer
~ buy property ~thout the Intcrv~He especially advised the young ~IOn of a lawy~r If he could get title
lawyer to exercise the greatest of cau. Insur~nce. It IS probably a fact: r:
tion in this respect. He based his con- gret ~t tho~gh BO~e may. that It IS
tention, that the youthful and lou- pr:ac~c~llY;npo~lb~ ~ sell ~~Y real
~rienced attorney is w~ng in ~ccept.- :IiCY ~~ title:ins:;anc:~n.;nth::~:
109 every case offered hIm, on hIS own sole question in which a real e tate
observance of the result of such prac.
. .
.s
tice. Many claims brought to a law oper: to; t:l b~k~~I~IInte~sted In re-office are hopeless, yet the client in. ~pec 0 th I ~ ;s~1t I sha tit e ~mpany
sists that they be tried, It is foolish mSD: re e tlt,e.
n ort, title comfor the attorney to try such cases. P~I~ are With us and a~ undoub.t.He is al~o~t certain to receive an ad- :th~r ::esto ~:;' ar!o:bl~a:s In

~

On Sunday, February 12th, the
American Bar Association began a
suies of fifteen weekly programs over
the nation-wide network of the eo..
lumbia Brodcasting System. They are
designed to acquaint the public with
the lawyer's part in legal refonn and
legislation and to discuss his relation
to the courts and to the layman .
These programs will be given on Sundays at 6:00 to 6:30 P.M. Featured
will be prominent attorneys from
various sections of the country.
The series was opened by Colonel
William J. DODOv:an. fo~er U. S. Attorney ?eneral,. Introducmg Clar~!fice
E. Martin, PreSident of the Amencan
Bar Association. Mr. Martin's topic
was "The American Bar, Its Past
Leaders and Its Present Aims", His
address was followed by a question
and answer period which will be a
th
.
h
th
y of regular feature of each week's proem.' In w IC event e law of the gram.
survIval of the fittest will eventually
apply.
Following Ie Schedule
The complai~ts in ~e actio~s r~
February 19-"Training for the
ferred to speCify vanous details In Bar"-Roscoe Pound, Dean of the
whi~h it is alleged t~at the title com· Harvard Law School.
pames actually practice I,aw, over and
F ebruary 26-"An Interview: A
above the extent penmtted by ,the Young Man in Search of a Profession
present law.and stat~tes. The wrl,ter asks Mr. Rogers: 'Shall I Become a
~a~ n? deSire to dlscu~ a pe~dmg Lawyer ?' "-James Grafton Rogers,
htigab~n. Every year bIlls a~ lOtro- Assistant Secretary of State.
duced In the New York LegIslature
tending to curb the allegedly improper
March, 5-"~h~ ~wyer's Influence
activities of title companies, trust on PublIc OpinIOn -Judge ~a.mueI
companies, colleetion agencies, etc. Sea~ury: Counsel, .New York City InMuch time and effort is thereby ex· vestigation CommIttee,
pended. The present economic depres·
March 12-"Pitfalls Along the
sion has fallen unusually severely up- Legal Education ~oad"-John Kirkon lawyers and they naturally look land Clark, Chairman, Section of
around to see if there are any rival Legal Education and Admissions to
agencies which, in their opinion, de· the Ba.r of the American Bar Assoprive them of business. It is quiU! ciation.
easy at any time, and especially in
March 19-"Should the Public Dig.
these times, for an incendiary lawyer trust a Lawyer?"-John H. Wigmore,
to ~t a receptive audience by de· Dean Emeritus, Northwestern Uninouncing title companies. There has versity Law School.
been a great deal of that displayed on
March 26-"The Law and Busiboth sides.
ness"-Silas H. Strawn, former PnsiLawyers are, in many cases, the dent of the American Bar Associabest customers of title companies and tion and of the U S Chamber of
it should be to the interest of' title Commerce.
..
companies to conciliate the legal proApril Z-"What Is the Bar Doing
fession The system of bating r· to Improve the Administration of
ferred·to above, was u:~ubtediy ea Justice?"- Guy A. Thompson, fonner
step in that direction. The question President of the American Bar Asshould be settled once and for all. sociation.
Title companies have bee
·th us fo
half a century and th:i;lactiviti~
April 9th Program
well marked out by this time. The
April 9 _ "Reformin
the Law
writer believes they are absolutely Throu h Le 'slation" ~ H
W
cessary f
th be t 'te ts f Til':
. gJ. .
enry
..
~:wyers as orn e I s In Tres ~ 0 'Le ~n~~ D~rec~r ~f the Amen·
effort has '::n ::pea::.;nin d:u::iagt;d:an
and Prot'
A' 'I
ti
h
bee U . '
. . . rland of the
r~r~ in ::Ie:~ oiu~!u:; co~S anie: mve:slty 0;, Mlchlga~ Law School.
and within t1e last cou Ie
ear~ Apnl, 16- Hurdle~ I~ the Path of
bar associations and trust:m anies
as marking out the ro r tu!:its of
h I th
·ter'P ~,
th
~::~ re;son ew:r\hiSs c:~~~~~ d::
with the title :Om anies. I do not
pretend to claim ~at the trust company question is identical with the
t'tl
t'
r d
kIno:'. co;::r:Yi s
:::~ talk °a~~~
"war to a fi 'sh" Th
h ld be
enough intel~~e~ce in e~ s b~~ a d
in the tiile companies toe draw:
an agre
t betw
th b
~
the titleemC::panies,eenAf~r ~~ ~e
law is one of the social science; and
lawyers are given a mono 01 Bnd can
retain such
I p lY
I
as it is to th: :~:~~te~s~ ~f ~~~
as a whole th t th
be'
tho
I
a
ey
gIVen
IS
monopo y. ,
.
. !he. ~ter IS ~ery glad that the
htigation In question has taken place,
for a:' a nsult, it is. possible that the
question may be decided permanently.
FRANKLIN F. RUSSELL.
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J. Wlckser, Secretary o,f the New
York Board?f Law ExamlDers; Theadore FranCIS Green, Governor of
Rhode Island,. Ilnd Robert T. ~cCrac~en, Chalrman of the Phila·
?elphla County Board of ~aw Exam·
mers..
Apnl 30-uThe Lawyer Looks at
His Responsibilities" - Ncwton D.
Baker, fonner Secretary of War.
President of the American Judicature
Society,
April 30--"How the Law Functions"-Professo~ Karl .N. Llewellyn,
of the Columbla Uruversity Law
School; Profes~r Walter Wheeler
Cook, (If the Institute of Law of Johns
Hopkins University; Jerome Frank,
of the Yale Law School.
May 7-"Restating the Law: An
AtU!mpt at Simplification-An Outline of the Most Authoritative Effort
in Two Thousand Years to Summarize
and State Existing J.>rinciples"George W. Wickersham, President of
the American Law Institute.
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